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D

Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday, August

1908

29, 1918

Volume XIV No. 45

HELP THE K. C. FUND
With best regards to
TO THE WOMEN
MEXICO
yourself, Iva and the children, I
subscribing
is
in
to
It
you
Will
war
re
help
boys
our
in No
am your brother,
lief agencies, such as the Knights Man's juand by helping on your
Following are extractB from a
Charlie.
or uolumbus and the Red Cross, own? the Fruit Growers' Asso
letter written by Charlie Meyer
Extracts from letter dated that the civilian really touches ciation at Mountain Park, near
to nis brother, N. D. Meyer:
July 9, somewhere in France, the hem of the garment of sacri Alamogordo, have asked the Wo
July 27. 1918.
.
But a nervous, faltering man's Land Army of New Mex
written by James S. Shelton to fice.
Mr. N. D. Meyer,
his parents, Mr. and - Mrs. H. F. touch, a delicate dip in the pocket ico for 250 women for the month
Dear Brother: Your letter Shelton
spells a mighty poor sense of of October to pick and pack the
dated June 21st, received a few
"This is a very beautiful coun public and patriotic duty. The apple crop, estimated at 150 car
days ago. I was very glad to try, seems to be .iust one bur srar- - civilian has to dig deep in order
loads.
hear from you and to know you den. Everything here is so differ- to do anything approximating
L,aBt year 258,UUU women in
are well. I just mailed Iva some ent from the states. Go out and worthy sacrifice in behalf of the England worked on the farms.
post cards the other day and I can't talk to these people, iust nation's cause, civilians must There are today 5,000 women
suppose you nave received tnem only make signs and point to give readily, cheerfully, and de- working in the barns and fields
by now. I should have written anything you want
of New York state alone.
and lay your ny themselves in order to give.
you a letter long before this, but money on the counter
Already in New Mexico there
The men at the front are per
and let
you know how inconvenient it is them take
they want, or severing, and perseverance is are many patriotic squads of
what
around a military camp when it rather need.
Three of we boys the most valuable patriotic vir women saving crops.
Will you
comes to writing.
If it wasn't went out over the country Sun- tue which thoseat home can join the ranks
for the K. C. and Y. M. C. A. I day last and
For information apply to Mrs,
Let the Knights of
all day, praotice.
guess we wouldn't get to write visited several walked
small villages in Columbus War Fund be a chan- E. L. Garvin, Torrance county
at all. Therefore I have just the immediate vicinity of the nel for the exercise of patriotic
woman s Land Army,
been patting it off, and again we camp.
is your agent estancia. N. M.
The towns are so differ perseverance.
It
have to be very careful what we ent in form and structure from in ministering to the soldier's
Shflll the women of New
write. I would like to tell you the American towns,
Mexico lead or follow?
needs.
There
all of my experiences in brief seems to have always
Put you
In a cablegram to Chairman
a
but there are some things that shortage of lumber in thisbeen
A QUERY
coun- Callahan of the K. of C. Comin Our Bank
Money
impossible
would be
1
to mention. try, as there is nothing built of mittee on War Activities, the
I
Estancia. N. Méx..
I have been here three months wood.
Everything is of stone Secretary of War brings home My Dear Mr. Constant:
A
SAVING
NATURAL
INSTTNT.T.
TS
IS
RFI
F
IT
PRCCCR
I
now ana I never felt better in and seems to be real old. Was this point:
Is there a health officer in EsVATION WHICH IS THE FIRST LAW OF NATURE.
my life than I do now. So many over to a small village
tancia?
so is he interested in
If
last
even
"Magnitude
operations
HOW
CAN
ANY
of
MAN
of
EVERY
SEE
OF
HIS
CENT
EARNINGS
of the boys have been sick here ing, was going down the street
IVa.HvPAX.55y.aiHP NOT SAVE SOMEOF IT. WOULD
Expeditionary a tombstone factory or a marthe American
but I sure have been lucky.
and saw a real Singer sewing t orce increases . constantly the ble quarry, or is he engaged in
ru..L.c
nni rnuunu FMinu.
have had nothing to complain of machine in a house, and twon
OLD
AGE IS SURE TO FIND YOU EITHER PENNILESS OR
undertaking
the
business,
or
or
importance
its
recreational
France is a very pretty country houses on down the street saw a
WITH PLENTY.
START A .BANK ACCOUNT-YOU'- LL
producing poultry for profit that
GET
ana the climate here is just tine woman weaving cloth on a hand facilities. More power to' you in instead of beef scraps he may
THE HABIT AND YOU'LL SOON HAVE A "BIG WAD.".
your
war
tund
campaign.
we have the same climate here loom, or rather, I guess
use
maggots
myriads
the
of
that
COME TO OUR BANK.
it was a
r rom uenerai rershing comes he may be
as in New Mexico more or less, foot loom as she was running
able to Hooverize on a
it this splendid encouragement:
except we never run into plains, with her foot.
flesh
diet,
saving
beef
get
thus
the
a
When we
1 heartily approve of the ef
the whole or the country is pay day think I will get a pass to
DIRECTORS A. J. GREEN, 3. B. HERNuON, H. F. SHELTON
of the Knights of Colum- for the soldiers in France? If
crowded with trees and- big or- the great city of Paris and see forts
DR. C. 3. AMBLE, J. S. KELLY, ANNIE PORTER.
ij
is
his
patriotism
this
of
idea
funds for cámp acchards; flowers here of all kinds the things I have read of in his bus to raise
not
danger
well
there
as
as
that
tivities among our forces in
Now, all of tory.
and descriptions.
From seeintr.
DeoDle France in cooperation with the conserving food for his poultry
the small towns I have been in and their ways withinthea radius Y.
may
cause
he
of .typhoid
wave
a
The Lucy school district auRev. W. J. Waltz returned
M. C. A. and Red Cross and
resemble Santa Fe, streets run of hf ty or seventy-fiv- e
fever to sweep our little city that thorities have placed an order last week from his trip to Denmilea of wish you every success."
all directions
and all houses Paris, you could not believe it to
would cause old Kaiser Bill to re
with the Valley Auto Co. for two
accompanied by Mrs. Waltz,
are built of stone and concrete. be one of the greatest cities of
DURAN MINISTER ORDAINED
joice. If the gentleman is one auto hacks for use in transport- ver,
who came from Minnesota and
Everything seems to be old, the world.
per
hundred
cent
American
and
Everything
here
The Presbytery of Santa Fe not a slacker (as might seem) ing children to and from school. met him there. He reports a
fannaa
hnnaaa
mnnnmanfa seems a curiosity.
it
The wagons
churches all look as if they have nave just two wheels, the cars was called in special session at or if it is only a matter of neglect The hacks are now being made highly ' profitable and interestready.
Duran,
Mexico,
19th
on
New
Each will accommodate ing time going into Red Cross
the
been standing for hundreds of on trains have four and the en
carelessness on his part, I twenty-twpassengers.
inst. , for the purpose of ordain- or
matters at Denver.
years.
Every town has two or gines run backward.
suggest
would
right
he
now
that
All the ing to the ministry Rev. J. A.
three big cathedrals and- - believe travel on tram is 1st. 2nd and
busy.
somebody
get
At
least
McMillan,
who
has been in should get busy if a calamity is
me it is a fine work of archi-tecur- 3rd class.
Passengers get on at charge of the church
at Duran to be avoided. (One who sees'
The great ruin of St. the sides of the train instead of
C. A. BURRUSS. President
NEAL JENSON. Cashier
for the past year.
Anne is only a few kibmeters the end of the car.
danger near ) John McElroy.
Each car is
I J. N. BURTON. Vice Pres.
ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
Rev. A. V. Lucero of Santa
from here. I have not been divided into four or five comC. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President.
Directors: Willie Elgin. F. T.
there yet but am sure going if partments of eight people each Fe, Moderator of the Presbytery
Closing Out Sale.
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.
presided.
He was assisted in
I can possibly getaway. All these compartment.
Street cars are the service by Reverends Gabino
New furniture going at a great
different things are very inter- very small compared
to our cars, Renden of Las Vegas, Edward J. bargain. Come in. Valley Fur
esting ancTmany Americans pay but they have a double
deck
thousands of dollars yearly just same as sheep cars in the States.the' ' Carson of Raton and J. W. Win niture Co.
der of Albuquerque.
A large
to see such things for educationBut two other boys in the gathering was present from
al purposes. I certainly am not same company as myself are
For Sale or Trade
from
a bit sorry I am here and only the we3t, or rather central we3t. Duran and other nearby towns
100
in Estancia valley, 6
acres
to
which
ordination,
Hold your War Savings stamps until they mature.
the
witness
Don't
regret that I did not get in the There is one boy in the company
was held in the church of which miles northwest of Moriarty, N.
ring sooner than I did, as there I worked with at Throckmorton,
cash them now. When you buy your War Savings stamps
pastor.
Mr.
McMillan
is
never was a more just cause in His home is .at Paris, Texas, and
M., all fenced, well of water.
you agree to let Uncle Sam have your money for five
The newly ordained minister Cash
the history of the world than he knows most all the people I
L.
D.
price
years. Don't demand payment on his promissory note be$850.00.
year
very
successful
has had a
the present one. I am only too knew in that country."
fore it is due. The person who cashes his stamps when he
during his work at Duran. . He Knight, 108 S. Broadway, Albu
glad to take everything as it
We are drilling quite a bit is a good student as well as a querque,
- M..
can afford to hold them is UNPATRIOTIC.
comes and even go the limit if so now.
Don't know how soon we forceful speaker and his future
be God's will.- - Yes, Nick, I sure will get to go to
front, but in the gospel ministry appears
THEY MEHN FOOD HNO CUNS
wish you could have the oppor- hope it will not be the
Another Abstract Notice.
extra long."
Uncle Sam is spending the money you loaned him to buy food and
very hopeful. He was educated
tunity to see the old world and
Account of oeing plumb full of
guns for the men who are fighting for you.
Back up these boys
in the public schools of his native
perhaps you will some day.
PLEASANTVIEW
RED CROSS
don't strike them in the back by taking their food and guns away from
state, Nova Scotia, and Franklin business and unable to get comWell, we had a pretty jolly
them. Keep Your Pledge! See that You Don't G et Behind.
The following articles were College and Ohio University, petent help, Roberson Abstract
bunch coming across and no one
incorporated, will for
gave it a thought that there was turned in at our regular meeting Ohio, from which state he came Company,
to New Mexico over a year ago. the present discontinue making
We were out last Friday:
a war going on.
abstracts of title to property ti
Mrs. R. A. Robinson, 1 sweater
twelve days and believe me on
FARMERS AND STODKHEHS BANK
tle to which antedates the de
Public Sale of Jersey Cows
Miss Lula Kenton, 1 sweater
the twelfth day things were getby
fire.
of
records
struction
the
Miss Coda Burns, 1 sweater
ting pretty blue till finally we
I will offer at public sale, Ralph G. Roberson, Secretary.
Miss Frances Clark, 1 sweater Tuesday, September
spied the Irish coast.
This put
10th, at my
Mrs. L. A. Walden, 1 pair socks
Everynew life in the bunch.
my
of regisentire
herd
farm
Mrs. C. J. Early, 1 pair socks
thing rolled along nicely. One
and high grade cows, conMrs. Luke Burns, 1 pair socks tered
day we were (line clipped out by
sisting of 20 head. All cows
Mrs. Kate Lassiter, 1 uair socks except the young heifers fresh
censor) shots were exchanged.
Mrs. B. Snell .and Mrs. Bob this spring have had the milk
I witnessed this very clearly as I
was standing on the top deck. I Shaw were in Mountainair Sat- weighed and tested during each
actually got a little excited for a urday to attend to Red Cross milking period. All cows are in
few moments as I could just not business.
calf to my registered bull, most
realize that we were getting a
Yarn for four sweaters and of which are due to freshen this
touch of real war. (two lines twelve pairs of socks was re- fall and early winter.
If you
clipped out) fire and a machine ceived at Estancia by our chair- want a cow that can make good
gun till an English Zeppelin man, Mrs. Snell.
here is your chance. Sale will
dropped a depth bomb from the
Mrs. B. Snell, chairman, and commence at 11 a. m. Also a
air; this put a finish to the sub, Miss Isabel Clark,
secretary, few farm implements. F. A.
and we continued 'our journey went to Mountainair Monday on Davis. Farm is 12 miles south
without a casualty.
Since then business.
west of Estancia. 14 miles north
I have heard that the ship I
east of Mountainair, 10 miles
sailed on has been sunk- - On one
There will be a Red Cross northwest of Willard.
occasion one of the ship's crew dance at the Pastime Theater
made the remark "These damn Saturday night, September 7th'.
For sale, a Whiteface bull, and
Americans think more of their A good time is ssured.
a few milk cows. B. L. Hues.
eats than they do of their lives,"
ha, ha!
Another time the captain of our ship said, "All of the
troops that have, been on this
THE HELLUMS STORE for Soap by
ship dreaded the submarines,
but these fellows want to see
the case, Coffee in 25 or 50 pound lots. Also
Now isn't that an
them."
I don't
tablets, pencils, stationery. In fact, anything
American for you?
know if this letter will be cut
in this Store cheap for cash. Get what you pay for.
Nevertheless I will
out or not.
try it once and if it goes through
tell me of it. I don't know but
what I have felt better here than
I did in the States; it seem3 just
Respectfully,
The French people
like home.
are very nice people and there
is hardly any difference between
them and the Americans, except
language.
There is a very
good camp here built up by the
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL YOUR WANTS
By J. M. TUTTLE.
We
see
German prisoners.
will
I
France.
over
all
i
them

close.

SOLDIERLETTERS

W

:

Swiil

Estancia Savings Bank

o

c.

Keep Your Stock in Your
Government

JN-

Special on Feed!

CHOP
OÁTS
CORN MEAL

CORN

I

S"

Call and Examine the Stock

HELLUMS

Priced Within Reach of All

Estancia Lumber Co.

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
f
CONDEN8ED RECORD
Or THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, D O I N O S, ACHIEVE
- MENTS,
SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Westsrn Nswspnper Union ftsws service.

ABOUT THE WAR
Japanese troops are advancing be

FOREIGN
The American schooner Sylvanla
was sunk by an armed trawler on the
Banquereau fishing banks.
The British steamship Dlomed, a
new vessel, was sunk by a submarine
about 350 miles off Sandy Hook.
The municipal authorities of Buenos
Aires have taken over the supervision
of the sale of meat to the public.
Jonkheer Colyn, former minister of
war, will become Dutch premier, according to an announcement made by
the Amsterdam Telegraf.
The Yorkshirg coal strike came to
an end in London, It was announced,
when the employers granted the demands of the miners, who returned to
work.
There Is promise of the best and
largest wheat crop in fifteen years In
according
to Sir
Great
Britain,
Charles Fielding, director of the British food production department.
Five Important towns In Germany
were
and five hostile aerodromes
heavily bombarded by British aerial
squadrons on the night of Aug.
according to an official statement is
sued by the British air ministry.
Virtually the entire fleet of the
Maritime Fish Corporation has been
destroyed by the trawler Triumph,
which was captured by a German sub
marine crew and armed, according to
reports of the corporation's office at
Montreal.
Russian Red Guards, after the cap
ture of Simbirsk on the Volga, accord
ing to a Moscow dispatch to the Ham
burg Nachrlchten, publicly hanged In
the market place 300 Czechoslovak
prisoners.
The hangings, It Is de
clared, were a reprisal for "atrocities"
committed In the town during its occupation by the Czechs.
According to an official report of
the French Sixth army, operating
north of the Marne, an American division, composed almost entirely of
German-bormen, advanced eleven
miles In seven days during the counter offensive, captured eight villages,
not including Fismes, and stormed
three woods, one hill and one farm In
d
fighting.
The division
once fought seventy-tw- o
hours

yond Nlkolaievsk, the Tokio war óf
rico announced.
The allied armies have taken more
than 100,000 prlsonero since July 18,
ays
2
1 Remarkable
steamship.
troops
Marvel Hutin In the Echo de
American
photograph showing the last plunge of a torpedoed
at the
Paris.
dedication of the new Wilson bridge at Lyons, France. 8 Ruins of the beautiful Albert cathedral which the
British casualties reported in the
Huna have been using as a site for their guns.
week ending Aug. 21 totalled 8,411
Ing out the numerous machine gun
Losses of allied and neutral mer- compared with an aggregate of 8.C20
nests.
The prisoners were in good chant shipping during July aggregated reported in the previous week.
An attempted air raid on Paris
condition, but seemed very glad to be 313,011 gross tons, an Increase over
the month of June but a big decrease Thursday morning was frustrated by
captured.
rencn
planes and antiaircraft bat
Next day Marshal Halg delivered an from the losses of July. 1017. There
other blow, this time Immediately is. nothing in the shipping situation to teles, ft was officially announced in
south of the scene of Byng's success, chance the onlnlon that the snhmnrlne rans,
campaign is a flat failure.
Allied successes on the Mame, in
between the Ancre and the Somme.
now are sporadic and more an- Picardy and In Flanders have resulted
Advances of Allies Threaten the Satisfactory progress was made there
noying than serious. Among the neu- in a contraction of. the western battle
also.
Whole German Line' From
On Thursday Halg let loose a third
Gentral nations that have suffered from front by more than fifty-mile- s
Ypres to Reims.
extending
In
the Albert sector
it Spain Is showing the most resent- eral March announced.
attack.
south to Bray. The town of Albert ment; and last week It notified the
The town of Albert, eighteen miles
Imperial German government
was taken and the British rushed forthat, northeast of Amiens' on the Ancre
ward for a gain of several miles Spanish tonnage having been reduced river, has been recaptured by the Brit
FRENCH CAPTURE LASSIGNY despite desperate resistance by the to the extreme limit, Spain
will be ish, who also have obtained all their
enemy.
obliged, In case of new sinkings, to objectives in the fighting Thursday
Meanwhile the Germans were slow- substitute therefor German vessels in- between Braysur-Somm- e
and Albert.
Fall of Noyon Mad Certain by Vic ly getting out of the salient between terned In Spanish ports. At the same
Lassigny has been captured by the
Ypres and La Bassee under steady time,, the Spanish cabinet announced, French forces, whose lines reach the"
torlea of Humbert and Mangln
pressure by the British. The fighting Spain will continue to observe neutral- outskirts of
Halo's Forces Give Huns Sevsouthhere was continuous and sharp for the ity. There Is a strong
west of Noyon. The official stateeral Hard Blows North
Huns did not wish to be hurried, but element In Spain, and every hint of ment making this announcement also
of the Somme.
when they moved too slowly they were a rupture of relations brings violent says that twenty villages have been
prodded with vicious attacks, as north protest from the
press liberated.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
of Ballleul and near Merville.
there.
fishing
The
schooner
Lucille
Gen. vdn Boehm is organizing deBlow after blow was delivered at
1
,
fensive lines far in the rear of the Schnare of Lunenberg was sunk late
e
the Germans last week along the
by
Wednesday
News from the Americans chiefly
Triumph,
the
trawler
Germany's latest peace offensive, present German positions in Picardy,
front between Solssons and Ypres, concerned those holding the center of
consisting of speeches by leading men, according
to Information received which a German submarine crew has
and with each blow their resistance the
Vesle
men
line.
These
made
river
opened by Doctor Solf, minister from the front. A total of more than converted Into a raider. Both bombs
was
grew weaker and their definite retire
no especial efforts to advance, but of colonies, who devoted himself main fifty villages have been reoccupled by and gunfire were used. The crew arment In Picardy more certain. At no
successfully held on to all their posily to blaming England for "starting the French.
Arrival of a Hungarian rived at Canso. Vessels known to
point did the allies gain any great
tions, despite the great activity of the the war" and attacking the British In- division on the west front is reported have been sunk by the converted
expanse of territory, but everywhere
enemy artillery.
raider are the Una P. Saunders of
Their aviators did tention to retain the conquered Ger- in Paris.
they struck they gained ground that
Lunenberg, the E. Pratt Andrew of
much excellent work during the week, man colonies. He also defended GerOn a front of about six miles, from
was- - of vital importance to the defenGloucester, Mass., and the Francis I.
especially In the Une of bombing. This man's course in the near East, as- the
southeast
of Albert to the neighsive system of the Huns. When the seems destined
to be their particular
serting that she was merely protect- borhood of Grandlcourt, east of the O'Hara of Boston.
week closed It appeared likely that duty,
and It will prove to be of ut
ing the frontier peoples of Russia un Ancre river, the British have pushed SPORT
the enemy must withdraw from the most Importance.
The arrival at the til they are capable of determining forward and gained ground
The world's series will be played
entire Picardy salient and that he front
after
American-mad- e
planes caused their own national future.
The heavy fighting.
probably would be forced back to the great of
The town of Achiet with the full permission of Secretary
rejoicing In the army.
Czecho-Slovak- s
he denounced as "landle Grand was captured by the British, of War Baker.
Chemln des Dames before long. MarIn the Woevre the Americans, by less robber bands." The expressed deand also Blbucourt, just to the south
Jess Willard, world's heavyweight
shal Foch was not only "picking the quick
work
with
grenade,
rifle
and
termination
of
the allied nations to east of Achiet le Grand, and about champion, accompanied by Mrs. Willpockets" of the Hun, but he was turnattempts
to
frustrated
raid
their
the
Germans
on
lf
defeat
one-hathe
battlefield
two
ing them Inside out. More than that,
and
miles from the rail ard, arrived in Denver Friday for a
gives Doctor Solf great pain and road Junction of Bapaume.
few da,ys' visit.
he was forcing the Germans to fight trenches.
arouses his bitter anger.
where and when he chose Instead of
Sam Langford of Boston and Jim
Victorious on a battle front of twen
All
of the Japanese troops for the
awaiting their attacks In sectors of
miles extending from the Johnson of New York fought, an eight-roun- d
Siberian
expedition
have been lnnded
their selection. Thus he made it alCojeul river on the north, acrosB the
draw at the Lafayette Athletic
With troops going across the Atlanmost Impossible for them to reorgan- at Vladivostok, and more of the Amer
tic nt the rate of about 230,000 a Ancre and Somme rivers almost to Club in St. Louis. Both negro heavycontingent
ican
have
there.
arrived
ize their battered divisions and prenew draft law about Lthons, the Third and Fourth British weights fought wickedly, Johnson do
rumors to the contrary, these month, with the
pare for a counter-strok- e
that might Despite
to be put on Its passage, and with armies Friday were vigorously follow ing most of the offensive fighting.
two nations and China are operating
be effective.
O. G. Chatt of Chicago made a new
war industries
well organized and ing up their successes, which apparthere In complete harmony and their
ently had been one of the most disas
world's record in the salmon fly event
ready to operate full blast, the AmerThe severest blow sustained by the forces are getting Into action at once ican government Is confronted with a trous days ever experienced by the at the opening of the international
and to serious shortage of
enemy during the week was the cap- to assist the Czecho-SIovnk- s
The enemy lost wide bait and fly casting tournament at Chilabor. A million Germans.
ture of Lassigny, one of the key points maintain control over the trans-S- i
cago. Chatt made a cast of 155 feet,
workers are needed at once and the stretches of ground, numerous towns
railway.
berian
enemy,
The
opposing
of his defensive line. The town, which
administration Intends that they shall thousands of men made prisoner and which beats by five feet the record
has long been but a mass of ruins, the Czechs in eastern Siberia, made be provided for the concerns that are large quantities of materials and guns. for water back cast made by C. E.
up of soviet troops and Teuton waf
was taken by General Humbert's
Llngenfelter last year.
making war materials, no matter what He also again had heavy casualties.
French army Wednesday. In the same prisoners, has a strength of 40,000 happens to private business. NonesWESTERN
GENERAL
men
70
guns
big
with
and 200 machine
p
was entered,
attack
sential industries will be called on to
Buffalo, N. Y., voters voted down
C. E. Adams of Omaha was elected
In
also,., the give up many of
Orval wood was taken with the guns.
; all Idlers
men
their
fare by an overwhelming
of the Grand the
grenade and bayonet and the plnteau Czechs are fighting against heavy odds wlllvbe put to work, and women will commander-in-chie- f
of the Republic for the coming majority.
that dominated the valley of the nnd haste Is needed to secure Irkutsk be used to release men for war work Army
year at the Portland meeting.
Sinking of three American vessels
Dlvette was occupied.
During the and western Siberia. In Russia the that women cannot do. The emergencaptured Shadrlnskl,
The government has taken over and in foreign waters by German subsucceeding night Humbert's men drove Czecho-Slovak- s
cy Is one that must be met, and those
an
Important
railway Junction east of
will operate the Moffat road.
Em' marines was announced by the Navy
forward between the Matz and the
In authority propose to meet it in the
ployés will be paid $180,000 back Department.
and between same spirit In
Oise until they had reached the Allette. the Ural mountains
they
met
have
which
wages
once and $62,000 later. Over
The motion picture industry In all
Humbert's troops occupied the height Ekaterinburg and Kurgnn.
the need for a huge army of fighters. $600,000at will
No definite news came from Archbe spent In repairs. The its branches has been recognized as
of Plemont on Thursday and then
Ht
angel and the Murmnn const, though
strike ended Friday and train service an essential Industry by the War Incaptured Thiescourt, thus, completing
A general
feeling of satisfaction was resumed Saturday.
dustries Board.
the conquest of the hills comprising German dispatches asserted the allies
country
was
pervnded
when
It
the
had withdrawn beyond range of the
per
Between thirty and thirty-fiv- e
the Thiescourt massif.
w ngco ut cuai wis- luucooc ill
100
I.
W.
W.
leadannounced
that
the
bolshevlkl
artillery.
This, in the opinion of competent obsons were killed and at least 125 were
payment of
Petrograd has been the scene of ers on trial In Chicago for disloyalty Injured by the tornado which struck ers as a substitute for the
servers, made certain the early fall
bonuses will not be approved by Fuel
of Noyon. To make assurance doubly bloody battles between Lettish ganrds had been convicted. Next on the list Tyler, Minn., and tore the town to Administrator Garfield.
sure. General Mangln with another and rioters who demanded food. Hun- of alleged disloyalists to be given a pieces In a twinkling. Twenty-seve- n
Lieut. Blair Thaw of Pittsburg, a
French army was steadily forcing his dreds were killed and wounded, and dose of Justice are five Socialists
bodies have been Identified.
member of the American aviation
way up the left bank of the Oise, not finally martini law was proclaimed. In Victor L. Berger, Adolph Germer, Ir
upon
calling
gold
Resolutions
all
only helping to surround Noyon but Moscow- - there Is a veritable reign of win St. John Tucker, J. Louis Engdahi producers In the WeBtern states to service, was killed when his airplane
fell as a result of engine trouble.
nnd William F. Kruse. The charges prepare
0
endangering the German lines north of terror and several hundred of the
a statement of their capacity
against them are even more serious and "plans,
officers arrested have been shot.
Explosion of a depth charge on
the Vesle. In this Olse-Alsn-e
triangle
to increasing
view
a
with
than were those .against the "Wob- production, were passed by the execu board the U. S. S. Orizaba fit sea on
the Huns were retiring rather rapidly
and General Mangln took many thouScarcity of rice caused serious riots blics."
tive committee of the American gold Aug. 17 killed Lieutenant Commander
William Price Williamson and three
sands of prisoners. At some points, In Japan, the trouble spreading to
conference at San Francisco.
enlisted men and wounded Commanhowever,
notably
Vezaponin.
The bouse ways and means commit
they many parts of the empire. The gov
WASHINGTON
R. D. White and eighteen men.
brought up
der
ernment took forceful action to stop tee nearly completed the draft of the
and counter-atsuccess
Almost
unvarying
described
tacked
heavily, with no result ex the disorders nnd also bought up all $8.000,000.000
had
bill,
revenue
but
right of workers of ammuni
The
In Friday's dispatches telling of the
cept to Increase their own losses. the rice In storage to be sold to the still to decide between two proposition plants to organise in trade unions
on the fifty-mil- e
Sarller In the week Mangln's troops people at reasonable prices. The out- tions for the excess profits tax. Ac- great allied offensive
or groups, and to bargain collectively
had won a brilliant victory In that breaks were due to the taking over" cording to Chairman Kitchln these front stretching from SoiBsons norththrough chosen representatives, la
neighborhood, in the Vessens vnlley, by the war department of large stores were, first: An 8 per cent deduction ward to the environs of Arras raised recognized and affirmed in an award
Washinghopes
In
at
military
circles
very
overcoming
heavy gas attacks of of provisions for the Siberian expediIn addition to the $3,000 specific exmade public by the National War Laadthe Huns. Still nearer Solssons, on tion and to the hoarding of stocks and emption, with a 85 per cent tax on ton for the most severe defeat yet
bor Board.
the extreme right of this battle front, Inflation of prices by the rice growers profits between 8 and 15 per cent; 50 ministered to the Germans..
The army, navy and Red Cross re
An earnest warning against "Insidper cent tax on profits between 15
the French took Laval and reached and speculators.
advantageous positions on the plateau
and 20 per cent, ond 70 per cent tax ious and poisonous" German pesca quire 900,000,000 pounds of wool and
and a - declaration
that the country's production this year
on profits above 20 per cent, and, sec- propaganda
north of the Alsne.
The submarines operating off the Atpeace must be dictated to and not ne- will be 280,000,000 pounds, consequent
ond, the same exemption and deduclantic coast have turned their attenOn Wednesday General Byng with a tion mainly to the fishing fleets on tion, with 40 per cent tax on profits gotiated with Germany to place her In ly no wool will go Into clothing for
British army hit the Huns with one the Grand banks and have destroyed between 8 and 20 per cent, and 70 per a position where she never again can civilians this year, said Louis Pen-wel- l,
peace wars made
United States wool administraof his sudden blows, attacking on
a number of trawlers.
One of the lat- cent tax on profits exceeding 20 per disturb the world's
In the Senate by Senator Lodge of tor, who arrived in San Francisco
ten-mil- e
front north of the Ancre fac- ter was captured, fitted out with two cent.
Oregon.
from
Massachusetts.
ing Bapenme and driving the enemy guns and a German crew and sent out
The committee decided on a flat 10
The ' United States will share with
hack in disorder for several miles. as a raider. It sank several fishing per cent deduction as a minimum on ' Eleven brigadier generals of the
Starting at dawn In a heavy fog, the vessels, but the navy put a large num- war profits. The proportion of excess army were nominated by President the allies their sacrifice of food, as
British took Ton Below'a troops com- ber of swift craft on Its trail and It profits and war profits taxes will re- Wilson for promotion to the grade of well as blood, in the cause of world
democracy,
declared
Herbert C.
pletely by surprise and before the day was predicted that Its career would main the same; that Is, 80 per cent of major general.
Hoover, federal food administrator, on
closed the; had captured Tillages, guns be brief.
It Is believed there are business will fall under the war prof-It- s
Those who eat in public places and his arrival in New York, en route to
and prisoners In large numbers and three submarines in American waters,
tax. It decided on a flat 10 per want sugar
coffee must ask for It, Washington, after a brief visit to Enghad Inflicted heavy casualties. Close and a number of steamships have re- cent minimum deduction for prewur according tofor
an order Issued by chief
behind a sweeping barrage the tanks ported battles with them.
earnings In computing the war profits of the sugar division of the Federal land and France.
A boast that the American cruiser
and then the Infantry rushed forward
The navy department announced
tax.
Food Administration.
San Diego was torpedoed and not
nntll they were almost within reach of that the American steamer Montanan,
A provision affecting corporations
twenty-Completion
of
nineteen
out of
mined was made at Portland, Maine,
Bapaume. The Oermans put np stout used as an army supply ship, was tor- with swollen profits directs that any
proposed plants for the producby the commander of the submarina
six
resistance at some places, especially pedoed and sunk In foreign waters corporation whose capital exceeds
gun
captured the steam trawler Tri
mechcarriages
which
of
and
tion
recoil
Coarcelles, but the tanks rolled, over with the probable loss of three memshall pay a tax of at leust 10
Meanwhile the bers of the civilian crew and two per cent of Its net Income as excess anisms was announced by the ord- - umph on the fishing banks, according
them remorselessly.
to Captain Myhre of the Triumph.
j nance bureau of the War Department.
"whippets' tore about the field, clean- - members of the noval arroed guard.
profits.
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THE JOY OF
MOTHERHOOD
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Came to this Woman after
Taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound to
Restore Her Health
Ellensburg, Wsjh. " After t was
married 1 was not well for a lone time
ana s good deal of
the time was not
able to go about
Our greatest desire
was to have a child
in our borne and one

day my husband
Game

lack from

town with
bottle
of Lydia E.
's
Pink-ham-

-

i

Vegetable
Compound and
wanted me to try it.
It bronght relief

from mv trouble.
I improved in health so I could do my
housework ; we now have a little one, all
of which I owe to Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable

Compound."

Mrs.

O.

S.

Johnson, R. No. 8, Ellensburg, Wash.
There are women everywhere who
long for children In their homes yet are
denied this happiness on account of

some functional disorder which in most
cases would readily yield to Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
'Buch women should not give up hope
until they have given this wonderful
medicine a trial, and for special advice
write Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Mass. The result of 40 yean
experience is at your service.

Clear Your Skin

WhMouSIecp

Cuticura

with

il dnuftitt i Soap , OfntmentS ft CO, Tiloma tt.
mple eon free nt "CtUnn, Dept. E, Mm.1

WANTED

Cream and Poultry
BmI pricesi quick
;or new petrons.

returns. Special Inducements
Send us your nest shipment.

The National Creamery Co.
Denver. Colo.

W. N.

U--

,

DENVER, NO.

18.

Yum Yum.
After watching some folks eating
the delightful fruit, one is inclined ta
say with that distinguished statesman
whose name we forget, "Come on in
the watermelon's fine."
Be happy. Use Bed Cross Bag Blue)
much better than liquid blue. Deligutl
the laundress. All growers. Adv.
VERMIN

ATTRACTED

BY FOOD

If No Scraps Are Around There Will
Be Little Trouble With Ants or
Roaches.
The surest way to keep a house free
from ants Is to leave no food lying
about on shelves or In open places,
where they can reach It. Ants go
where they find food, and if the food
supplies of the household are kept In.
ant-prometal containers or in lee
boxes, and if all foods that may happen to be scattered by children or. oth
ers Is cleaned up promptly, the ant
nuisance will be slight. Cake, bread,
sugar, meat, and like substances, are
especially attractive to the ants, and
should be kept from them.
Iloaches will not frequent rooms
unless they find some valuable food
material, and If such materials can
he kept from living rooms and offices,
or scrupulous care exercised to see
that no such material Is placed In
drawers where It can leave on attractive odor or fragments of food, the
roach nuisance can be largely restricted to places where food necessarily
must be kept.
Danger.
"Your majesty, the enemy Is
our gallant forces relentlessly."
" T T W rinse irrt. t ti nv tn mi r unlun.H.l
tTOOps?

closei your majest
ver
They are , actunl cont(lct wUh
rear guardgi and wltnn fnrew
weeks of catching up to the place
where the crown prince Is."
..Vcrv

cIoge
orJr

üfz
Wear and
Tear on that boy

of yours during,
the active years
of childhood and
youth necessitates
a real building food.
Grape-Nut- s

supplies the

essentials for.
vigorous minds
and bodies at
any age.
"There's a Reasorf

ESTANCIA

Pithy News Items

THIEPVAL AND
BRAY CAPTURED

Gathered From All Over

New Mexico
Western Newspaper Union Ntwi Bervlc.
COMING EVENTS.
Oct.7-- 8
Annual meeting New Mexico
1'ubllc Hoalth Association at Albu- -

Socorro county ha filled its War
8avlnga Stamp quota, pledging more

than

MEWS-HERAL-

PRE88 FORWARD
IRITISH
BAPAUME GATES SEIZE
MANY TOWNS.

TO

f JL. Bonvit
Great Column

FOE OUT OF MIRAMONT

Spot In Paris Where the crwesome Bastile Once Stooa ,

(295,000,

The Knights of Pythias Supreme
Lodge voted 85,000 to aid tubercular
Pythla'ns of Néw Mexico.
Cullle Úghtfoot of Fierro is named
as being killed In action in the casualty list, issued Aug. 19.
Congressman W. B. Walton Is a candidate for United States senator to succeed Senator Albert B. Fall,
An Increase of 10 per cent per month
in their pay envelope has been granted
to the firemen oí Albuquerque.
Governor Llndsey has ' appointed
eleven more men on the mounted police force to serve without pay.
An army cantonment is to be established at Fort Wingate, N. M., according to information received at Gallup.
John H. Woodie, charged with killW'lls Oalreath,
ing His brother-in-law- ,
at Hollene, has been bound over to
the "grand Jury.
Nearly three thousand dollars was
collected for July by the automobile
license department of the office of
the secretary of state.
Satisfactory progress in the work
of Boys" and GUIs' Club work In Santa
Fé county is reported by Felipe L.
Quintana, emergency leader.
Juan Masias, one of the eight prisoners who escaped jail at Albuquerque,
became tired of being a fugitive and
surrendered to the sheriff.
Community canning is planned for
the village of Pojuaque by County Club
Leader Quintana as part of the fruit
and sugar Having program of the Worn
'
,
an's Land Army. .
Lea, the baby county of the state,
surprised the officials of the State Tax
Commission when it showed up with
on Increase in its tax rolls over last
year of nearly $700.000.
J. T. Brittaln, accused of being short
in his accounts as postmaster at Mcintosh, was jailed at Las Cruces,
awaiting the action of the federal
grand jury.
The govetnmont has called on New
Mexico virtually to double its quota of
unskilled laborers to be enrolled in the
army of workers needed to meet the
nation's labor shortage.
The original
quota was 585 men; the new quota is

IN FISMES
TROOPS
8ECTOR ADVANCE TO

AMEJRICAN

.

ROAD.

Nwppei Union Nwa Servlc.
With the British Army in France,
Aug. 26. On some parts of the northern battle front the British havo
reached points a thousand yards from
the old Hlndenburg line, which seems
Western

of FreedotjxMarks
-

Ü

strongly held.
London. "New Zealanders, striking
in the direction of Bapaume, have captured Cojeul with irresistible dash,"
says an official statement issued by
the war office Sunday. "Elsewhere
there were successful local actions,"
the statement adds

esfte.

Without pause the British forces
battling against the Germans are
moving forward in the direction of
Bapaume. The fighting has been ex
tremely heavy, but there has been no
stopping

Field

Marshal

Haig's

men,

and the latest report from British
headquarters says that they are making progress atony the entire front of
the British attack.
The important towns of Bray, Thiep-va- l
and Grandcourt, together with several smaller places have been captured and more than 2,000 prisoners

have been taken.
Around Miraumout, which lies a
little north of Grandcourt, the fighting has been of great Intensity, and
this place apparently has fallen, as
Haig's report says that "the enemy
held out until outflanked by advancing columns."
British detachments have reached
which lies very
close to Bapaume, whose capture is
expected, but not without severe fighting.
Light sea forces had a slight encounter off Dunkirk, France. Both the
British and German official resorts
state that losses were inflicted by
their respective units, but deny suffe5,-.--J I
fering any losses.
5i,
In the fighting during the last three
17,000
days the British have captured
TALL shaft today mnrks the spot
prisoners.
1,140.
In Frunce where liberty was born.
The Germans are unquestionably
"Announcement has been made of the
This shaft mnrks the site of the
disorganized and rattled. Ofinclusion in the long list of sales to
Bastille,
that black medieval prison
have been taken prisoner
be made this fall by the state land of- ficers who
which wns demolished 12D yenrs
and
reverses
recent
mentioned
have
fice of one scheduled
for Clayton, especially the defeat which is now
ago by revolutionists who, like the
earing
Union county, Nov. 8. At that time
Americans at Lexington,
being suffered, and said that Germany
eight tracts will be disposed of, cominore for liberty than life, unor
was willing to give anything for ganized
prising 21923 acres.
to challenge the
poorly
and
dared
united,
peace.
tyranny of n kins.
a
Jose Jiminez is being sought by
The stirring events which culminated In the
officers for entering the home of
American troops SatWashington.
a Mexican widow, imprisoning her and urday ádvanced their Unes slightly taking of France's fortress of feudalism were In
motion early in July, 17.SU, and two great chara young daughter in one room and east of Bazoches while other Amerithen outraging an older daughter. He can units in the Vosges Inflicted acters in the history of France and the United
g
later stole a horse and made his es- heavy lossess on the enemy In repulB-ln- States were In the French cnpltnl nt that very
The Marquis de Lafayette, nfter consulting
cape.
a raid, Gen. Pershing reports in time.
with Thomas Jefferson, the author of the DeclaraSanta Fé doctors have been ap- his communique dated Aug. 24.
tion of Independence, presented to the national
pointed by District Judge Holloman to
assembly a bill of rights. Had the French acted
examine In'o the sanity of A. B. Smith, HOUSE PASSES NEW DRAFT LAW. ten days sooner, as there were many Indications
alias Dsshley, convicted of participacommon birthday might now be
r
that it might,
Washington.
The new
tion In the killing of Sheriff Stephens
observed by the sister nations.
of Luna county and now under re- bills, extending the selective draft to
The traditions of the American colonies and
t
all men between the ages of 18 and 45 Ihose
prieve,
of France differed so widely that to sense
House SaturFarmerettes or maybe It would be years, was passed by the
changes In the the true meaning of the Bastille It is necessary to
nearer the mark to call them orchard-lst- a day with only minor
Department trace the origin of that gloomy pile in the Fauhave been working In earnest In original draft of the War two nega- bourg St. Antoine. For centuries the edifice was
only
call
roll
first
On
the
Before
the Silver CHy vicinity. Large quanof the divine right of kings.
cast by Representa- the sign
tities of pears, apples, peaches, plums tive votes were
the storm of the French revolution broke there
Socialthe
York,
New
of
London
tive
sigFrance,
and crab apples were saved on the
Gordon of were 50 such prisons In building. for bastille
As the years
Gila farms of the L. C. ranch by mem- ist, and Representative
merely a fortified
final vote was nifies
The
Democrat.
Ohio,
army.
stood
one
which
of
land
women's
bers the
went by so Infamous became that
announced as 336 to 2,
on the banks of the. Seine and was usually known
Union county, as a result of recent
us
the Ciistle of Paris that It took unto Itself the
CAULS
rains Is assured of a bumper crop CROWDER ISSUES SERVICE
title of "The Bastille."
generally.
Corn, oats, beans, cane
Number Called from Colorado, New
Like the institution of monarchy, of which It
and feedBtuffs are In fine shape.
Wyoming.
Mexico and
was the symbol, the structure was the developEl Porvenir hotel, a mountain hos-telr-y
Denver. Four separate draft calls, ment of centuries. Tho original edifice consisted
and landmark, eighteen miles constituting the first of the Septem- of n pair of towers, and was a part of the stone
north of Las Vegas, is to be razed ber calls and requiring 186.773 men to barrier against the medieval Huns. Charles V
this .fall and Its place taken by thirty-fiv- e entrain for training camps between about 1300 commissioned Hugues Aubrlot, then
new cabins or cottages similar Aug. 30 and Sept. 6, were Issued by provost of Paris, to enlarge the old fortification.
In design to the fifteen now on the
Marshal General Crowder. Aubrlot, luivlng in mind the extension of the
property. Each cabin will be finished Provost
The quotas for Colorado and surround- leudul power, made It both fortress and Jail.
pine-barslabs. ing
on the outside with
Various additions were made by the kings of
states follow:
Elbert W. Blancetf convicted slayFor general military service: Colo- France. As n fort It was considered Impregnable,
er of Clyde Armour,-- ' recently re- rado, B00 men to Camp Funston; Ari- as the main walls nt their base were 40 feet
prieved for four weeks by Governor zona, 300 to Camp Kearny, Cal.; New thick, and beneath the battlements, WO feet above
Llndsey to give his attorneys time to Mexico, 400 men to Camp MacArthur;
the pavement, the light struggled Into the cells
through nairow windows piercing nine feet of
appeal to the Federal Court, has been Wyoming, 300 men to Camp Lewis.
baptized by Right Reverend Mopslg-no- r
For general military service (col- solid masonry. Cannon were set In the deep
mid there were portholes from which
A. Fourchegu, vigar general of ored): Colorado, 43, and Arizona, 7
Santa Fé.
men, to Camp Lewis; New Mexico, 5 archers and crossbowmen once sped the shafts of
dentil.
The New Mexico State Bean Grow- men to Camp TravlB.
To the peasantry and the common people 4he
For limited service: Colorado, 300
ers' Association, in session at East
100, and Bastille 'was all that ..was formidable and forbidArizona,
Riley;
to
Fort
men
offiLas Vegas, elected the following
stronghold,
it
ding. A grim anil mysterious
100 men to Camp Bowie;
cers and directors: President, Walter New Mexico,
earned year by year Its evil np.nie.
100 men to Fort Riley.
Wyoming,
Martin, Mouutainair; vice president,
Kings with power of life and death over their
The first Colorado contingent of BOO
The direcC. H. Gaylnrd of French.
to
for general service will entrain subjects used it us the instrument with which
tors: F. W. Doolln, Optimo: J. M. whites
contingent of 43 punish nil who opposed them. They spared neither
Moss, Des Moines: A. C. Osborne, Sept. 1; the colored
absolutism
of
while the limited the high nor the low. In the days'
Clayton: A. Gonzales, Trujlllo, and T will leave Sept.
could commit prisoners to the Basservice contingent of 300 will go Aug. the monarch any
N. Russell of Morlarlty.
other process of law than a wartille without
SO.
Preparatory to distributing the monrant which became known as a lcttre de cachet.
County.
in
Routt
88,671
Acres
Open
This document, hearing the royal seal, was
ey set aside by the government for the
Under a presidential often In blank. Many lettres de cachet were obWashington.
purpose of financing seed purchase in
proclamation, 88,671 acres of land in tained by unprincipled persons who either used
the drouth areas. R. F. Hare, governnorthwestern Colorado are withdrawn
punish their enemies or sold them to
ment field agent for New Mexico, bas from the Routt national forest and them to
those who bad sinister ends in view. The monin
entry
been Instructed to compile and forhomestead
made subject to
strous abuses which grew nut of this practice
ward at once all available facts relaadvance of settlement. The lands be- were a blot on European history.
.
entry
tive to wheat acreage, yield per acre, come subject to homestead
Courtiers, charlatans and courtesans found a
production and rainfall in winter wheat after 9 a. m. Oct. 17, and to afttle-men- t way to snte their grudges. The life or the liberty
counties in the state where assistance
or other disposition on and of no man in all the kingdom was secure. Even
may be necessary.
after Oct. 24. About 60,034 acres are In the eighteenth century notable personages
for coal classification but open to sur might be thrown Into prison because some relaNearly 100 candidates were present
reunion of the face homestead entry. Some of these tives coveted their estates. In the reign of Louis
when the twenty-eighttracts are of apparent value for agri- XV l.VI.OOU lettres de luichet were Issued. His
Scottish Rite opened In Santa Fé.
cultural ourooses.

successor, Louis XVI, credited with being an amiable ruler, sent forth 14,500 on their missions of .
oppression.
It might well have been written over the entrance of the Bastille, "He who enters here,
leaves hope behind." The place realized the darkest visions of Dante's Inferno. Separated from
the streets of the city by a mout 1- -.) feet wide
mid 23 feet deep, and accessible only by u drawbridge, it was like nn Isle of the 'Dead.
In its noisome dungeons nboniinuble cruelties
were visited upon unfortunate prisoners, who
were condemned to the rack and the boot and the
wheel, or chained to pillars and flogged. There
were circular cells with conical tops, In which the
Inmates could neither stund erect, nor sit, nor lie.
The roll of the sufferers of the Bastille Is a long
one. Various degrees of punishment were meted
out to the prisoners, according to the whims of
Some of them, like the Man with
Hie sovereign.
the Iron Mask, for h time a prisoner In the Bns-tiHThey
were treated with consideration.
had bounteous meiils, and were assigned t rooms
light,
and
amount
n
n
of
In which there.
fair
is
were even permitted to wnlk in the gnrden.
They had scant enjoyment, however, for they,
never knew when they would be doomed to the
tuto of their less favored fellows. Men lived 60
nnd even 60 years in the Bustllle, until they lost
all connection with the world beyond the moat.
Ill that world toward the close of the eighteenth
century mighty changes came to pass. The line
of the Louis hail so impoverished the nation that
the national credit was imperiled. When Louis
XVI came to the throne a debt of $800.000,000 had
been piled mi, and It continued to pyramid. The
common people had been footing the bill, and now
enme the proposal, strange in those days, that
(he nobility nnd the clergy, the privileged classes,
should share the burden with the Third Estate.
It was a day of questioning end hearkening and
soul searching. The words of Voltaire, Rousseau
and Diderot were sinking deep into the national
Hence assemblies to talk over
consciousness.
these proposal.
In vain were the prisons filled with agitators
and the Voltaire sent into exile. The storm was
gathering. If the monarchy was to be sustained
nnd' feudalism to be upheld
in its extravagance
the mailed list must do Its work. But there was
more to ileal with than murmuring serfs and a
handful of encyclopedists. The soldiers of France,
who were expected to uphold the old regime,
showed that they were unwilling to kill their fathers and brothers like dogs.
The people of Paris ransacked their city until
they found anus or the material for making
pikes. The time had come when the rights of
men should prevail, and men who are starving
under tyranny ate easily recruited. As the forces
of the new order grew they thought with one accord of the hated symbol of that galling oppression which was the cnuse of all their suffering.
The cry "To the Bustllle I" rose from a hundred
thousand throats.
Men and women armed with weapons as effective ns popguns would be against a drendnaught
Bullets
moved against the nnclent stronghold.
pattered and flattened against the massive walls.
The defense was only half hearted, and the
Frenchguards on the battlements were soon waving Hags of truce. A force greater than all the
munitions ever made was at work a public sentiment which had become a resistless torrent.
the governor of the Bastille, trembled before it and surrendered. Down came the creaking drawbridge and across it rushed the infuriated citizenry. The tide flowed In and out of the
dim corridors nnd searched out the narrow cells.
As soon as there was the semblance of government arrangements were made for removing ,the
Bustllle. The work took the contractor nearly a
year, although he employed a large force. There
, was a thriving
business In its relics, for hundreds
of the blocks of stone were carved Into models
of the prison and sold ns mementoes. Locks and
holts were distributed all over the world as
souvenirs.
Although the demolition of the Bastille Itself
proceeded, the thing for which it stood was not
so easily swept aside. Feudal Germany and
Austria blocked the road to liberty. We of this
day, with the perspective of a century and more
of history and belonging to a nation which Is even
now in arms against the powers which sought to
foist the yoke of serfdom once more upon the

people of France, may see more clearly than even
the able publicists of Hint period that the excesses of the French revolution grew out of desperation.
The Huns, as now, were spinning the webs of
intrigue.
The Teuton, then as now, living still
in'the middle ages, domineering, mean and sordid,
was determined that France should return to slavery. Louis XVI, under the Influence of his beautiful wife, Marie Antoinette, was dominated by
Austria. Ills court was tilled with German spies
and Prussian emissaries.
When he found that he could not conquer bis
people with French artillery he pretended to accede to their demands and waited for the help of
Í lie
German war lords. Escaping from I'aris, he
had got within a few miles of the border before
It was bis Inhe was Intercepted nt Varennes.
tent to get Germany to send her artilles to compel
his subjects to accept Ills' feudal rule.
Nations become accustomed to changes of government slowly when they have been ground
down under the Iron heels of despotism. Reckless
and blind as was their king, the people of France
felt that In some way he was their father nn.t
portector and that It would be n calamity If he
should turn his face from them. In the months
,
which followed when these children of the
knowing fur ss how to govern themselves
thnn Louis and Murle Antoinette knew how to
rule wisely over them, found their country Invaded by Atistrlans and Prussians they gave way to
,
their rage.
They had been willing to retain even so poor a
king as a constitutional ruler, and be had already
put upon his head the red cap. Had he been firm
enough of purpose to resist the intrigues' of the
central powers he might still have saved his face
nnd his head.
Those were the days when Teuton tyranny was
everywhere spreading its nets nnd snares. George
I of England was elector of Hanover, speaking
German on the British throne nnd knowing no
English, addressing his ministers in dubious
Latin. George II could talk lamely in the tongue
of the people whom he professed to govern.
George HI was more German If possible than his
predecessors.
They had realized that Great Brit-nl- n
had a constitutional government and leri affairs lnrgely to the ministers. He, nn exemplar
of a middle age outlook, took the advice of his
German mother, "George, be a king."
His obstinacy lost to Great Britain her American colonies. A German, he gave aid and comfort to France In seeking to make her yield to
the demands of her Bourbon king. His kinsman,
the duke of Brunswick, leading Austria and Prussian armies. Invaded France nnd served notice
upon her Natlonnl Guard that they were liable to
the death of traitors.
In their exasperation, the citizens of an Impoverished nation then guillotined the king who was
Inking no steps to meet the foreign foe and was
waiting the oncome of the Hun to subject them
again to Bourbon tyranny. Hence the Commune
and the Reign of Terror and those dark hours in
which a nation in the throes was endeavoring m
adjust Itself to the problems which followed the
overthrow of the Bastille.
France came up out of much trihulntlon Into a
republican form of government.
She was enjoying peace nnd plenty when the Hun again crossed
upon
to
Impose
her borders
her a yoke which is
the same as that for which stood the dark stronghold on the Seine long since destroyed.
JAPANESE DIFFICULT TO LEARN.
To learn to read ordinary Japanese to any
nothing of the luxury of being able to appreciate
the nuances of style In Japanese composition Is
the laborious effort of long years for Japanese
themselves, writes "A Student of Japanese" in the
New East (Tokyo). A Japanese schoolboy has to
take lessons in penmanship for a matter of nine or
eleven years and even then he may find himself
hopelessly stumped by an oddity in an ordluury
post enrd.
Small wonder, then, that the attempts of Westerners to learn Japanese In their own lands have
been rather heartbreaking and profitless work on
the whole. Vet even so, some small measure of
success has been attained now and then. The
old Jesuits had Japanese to teach them in their
great seminary at Macao, as some of the Spanish
orders had later on at Manila In the seventeenth
century.
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RED GROSS

PROBATE COURT

PablihedTMjr Thursday

CONFERENCE

PROCEEDINGS

J. A.CONSTANT.EditorandOwner.

Elsie M. Dale, guardian of the
person . and estate of Robert
Runkle, minor, authorized to
herself in the sum of $70.35
'for the money expended in sup
Subscription $i.50 per year in advance port of said minor, out of funds
belonging to estate of said minor,
Guardian also authorized to buy
dwelling and 3 acre of land
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
near Las Cruces for $460, for
said minor.
Í)R. J. H. WIGGINS
Witnesses to the last will and
testament of Peter MeKissor,
Physician and Surgeon
deceased, examined and testi' Located in Dr. Mason's office mony approved. Elizabeth MeKissor appointed administratrix
with wiU annexed, without bond.
Estancia, N. M. John
Phone 9
L. Lobb appointed appraisgranted
er.
Administratrix
Santa Fe, N. H. authority to sell personal propEstancia, N. M.
at public or private sale
EDWARD
DAVIES , erty
after appraisement, at conven- N. D. MEYER
venience.
ATTORNEYS HT LAW
Adoption of Edward Ray
s
Estancia office in Farmers and
Ritchie, hereafter McAlpine and
Bank Building.
. Pauline Fay Ritchie, hereafter
McAlpine, twins six years of age,
Dr. A. W. ROBERTS by Mabel McAlpine, after full
From Tahoka, Tex.
investigation and consent of
Veterinary Surgeon parents, confirmed and approved.
Guadalupe Padilla appointed
Estancia, N. M.
et me save your stock. Calls answer-da- guardian of the persons of Lupita
or night. Pbone 35.
Savedraand Rupertita Saved ra,
minors.
Will of Clarence A. Davenport
Torrance County Abstract Co.
admitted to probate. Clarence
A. R. POOL, Manager
E. Davenport appointed adminisEfSTANCIA.
N. MEX. trator with will annexed. R. A.
Fifteen years experience as an Ab- Archuleta and R. C. Dillon apstracter. See us before placing your praisers.
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Felipe Tapia appointed administrator of the estate of Adolfo
D. S. KING
Tapia, deceased.
Bond fixed at
Entered as second cUbs matter Janaary 11,
In the pos to til oe at Batánela, N. la., under
cue Aot or uongreasof Marob a, iwt.

-

1907,

re-D-

r.

Stock-men-

-

y

County Sarveyor
Agrimensor de Condado
Mcintosh, N. M.

C.J. Amble

Physician and Surgeon
Treating
Office practice aod consultation.
of Bye. and Fittiap of Glasses a Spocialty.
Office at Drug Store
MOUNTAIN AIR. N. M.

$50.
Bond

of Zellie J. Dunn, ad- ministratrix of W. G. Dunn, deceased, approved.
Coroner's jury in the matter
of the death of Andres Roy bal at
Bianca, found that deceased died
from natural causes.
Bond of Lon V. Colbaugh, administrator of the estate of A.
W. Colbaugh, approved.
Ida Smalley cited to appear
and answer as to payment of
claims against estate of Simeon
Smalley.

FRED H. AYERS
Attorney and Counselor at Law
Of floe uours 9 :30 a m to 4 :S0p in

ESTANCIA,

6.

NEW MEXICO

B. Ewing
DENTIST

ESTANCIA -

NEW MEX.

Report of Ida Smalley, administratrix of the estate of Simeon
Smalley, deceased, approved-Fina- l
and supplemental report
of John McGillivay and E. L.
Moulton, administrators of the
estate of Angus McGillivray,
deceased, approved.
Will of John W. Corbett admitted to probate and Mary Corbett appointed executrix without
bond.

DIED

A report of the Educational Conference conducted by the Mountain
Division of the the American Red
The meeting was held in the
Cross.
East Denver High School auditorium,
in Denver, Colorado, August 20th and
21st.
At 9:30 a. m. the program began,
with a Denver judge in the chair. The
first number on the program was an
address on Organization of the Red
Cross, given by Manager John W.
Morey.
The address was very suggestive and inspiring.
Morey
Mr
proved to all of ub that his heart and
soul was in the Red Cross work, as did
every speaker on the program.
The next speaker was George E.
Oxley, who spoke on Chanter Organ
Next, George E, Lewis gave
ization.
a talk on Publicity.
After this we
were all invited to visit one of the
Red Cross work rooms.
When we stepped on the outside of
the school building we found a large
number of automobiles waiting for us,
ready to take us to the work rooms.
The automobiles were all driven by
ladies dressed in the Red Cross uniform,
and they could surely drive. I did not
mention the fact that I could drive a
Ford.
Some of these ladies are intending to go to France within a few
weeks where they will enlist as automobile drivers for the Red Cross.
The work rooms were surely an in
spiring sight,
Hundreds of women,
young girls and children were busily
engaged in different kinds of work,
sued as cutting out garments, sewing,
knitting, folding, inspecting, packing,
etc. ana etc.
Here the work is re
ceived from the various Chapters
the Division, which includes Colorad'
Utah, Arizona and New Mexico.
All work is inspected
before it
packed for shipment.
All goods are
mo.
inspected Dy a lady
1. in the vari
ous departments, and if No. 1 pro
nounces it all right it ia then taken to
But if No. 1 has even
the packer.
question about the goods it is then
taken to inspector No. 2, where it
either accepted or rejected and sent
back to the Chapter where it came
from. All goods are packed in exact!
the same size and shape of boxes. A
boxes are lined with water proof pa
per.
The Junior Red Cross workers
were all rilling Comfort Kits as we
saw them. Everyone of these workers
are doing all their work and giving
their time without one penny of pay.
In fact only a very few Red Cross
workers are getting any pay, and the
few that are, are only getting their
expenses ana a mere pittance.
There are several large buildini
and rooms in Denver that are entire!
devoted to the American Red Cross
The spirit that is existing
work.
among these workers is simply won
Every thing and every bod
derful.
seems, to be in perfect harmony and a
anxious to do what their hands find to
do in helping our boys kill kaiserism.
During the program we had a movie
to appear in the hall who showed ub
what the American Red Cross is doing
in e ranee and how it is doing it. it
was very impressive.
addresses and papers
ine lone-winwere presented:
Supplies, by Frederick w. standart,
Production, Henry Swan.
Hospital Garments.
Josephine
Wood.

Surgical

Dressings.

Mrs.

Melville

Owen Johnson, aged about fifteen years, son of J. L Johnson
who lives about seventeen miles
south of Willard. died Sunday

morning after a short illness
of peritonitis.
It had been decided to take
him to a hospital at Albuquerque, and they had traveled about
t n miles with him when he died.
funeral services were held and
the body was buried Monday at
Liberty cemetery.
Owen was a bright, energetic
boy, enthusiastic in club work,
and his death is a great loss.
The bereaved parents have the
heartfelt sympathy of all.
Born, to Mr. aod Mrs. O. E.
Garland, August 28, a son.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. E
of Moriarty, August 24, a
Mig-nard-

son,

A little babe of Mr. and Mrs.
M. C. Senter, born Friday, died

yesterday afternoon.
Miss Francis Turner returned
Sunday from her Missouri visit
and is back at her place in the
drug store.
Harry G. Hale, son of N. M.
C. Agent Hale, who had been in
military service and discharged
for physical disability, has been
and passed and
placed in Class 1, and thinks he
get
will
to go in the next call.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Stubble:
field and their son Ralph went to
Albuquerque the first of the
week to make quarters ready for
Mrs. btubbleheld and Ralph,
wno win spend trie school year
there while Ralph attends school
A three-daymeeting is to be
Held at the, Liberty school house,
seventeen miles south of Willard,
beginning Sept. 5. The meetings will be in charge of Rev.
Greathouse, a Primitive Baptist
minister. All are cordially invited to attend and arrangements will be made to take care
of all who come.
s'

J. P. PORTER

Cattle Salesman and Farm
Sale Auctioneer.
Will do work
any place.
Terms reasonable.
Also agent for Dr. Franklin's
Kansas vaccine.
Will sell you
the medicine and administer it
for the price you would pay for
the medicine. It is claimed that
one dose will immunize for life.
Will be administered according
to latest and best methods.
THE KAISER'S SLAVERY

Jose Antonio Pádia guardian Black.
Accounting, Page Lawrence.
Reason for outrages committed
of the person and estate of Maria Junior Activities, Grace C. Knsey
against the young womanhood of Bel
,
Nursing, Lettie G. Welch.
Padilla, demented.'and hia bonds-gium
by the officers and men of the
Military Relief, Merritt W. Gano.
men discharged, said Maria PaGerman army is undoubtedly provided
W. DRAYTON WASSON
Salvage, C. E. Pester.
the
in
truths now coming to light of
dilla being now dead.
Home Service. Gertrude Vaile
insulting manner in which the
In the matter of the estate of Chapter Activities, Miss Ann Struth the
Attorney at Law
kaiser himself has frequently received
J. W. costón, deceased, it was era.The program closed
prominent ladies
with a general
Will practice in all Courts of New Mexico found that the personal property
Ine kaiser id a slave to beautiful
over me two days work.
quiz
hands
has often distressed Indina
was not sufficient to pay the inThe true spirit of sacrifice and help of the and
ESTANCIA
NEW MEX.
by his bold, public ad
debtedness, being a mortgage of fulness was clearly seen and felt mirationcourt
and insulting insinuations.
$373.20, and funeral expenses of throughout the entire conference.
rings and bracelets worn
Most
of
the
Language fails to even give an id
Also V on right hip, $287.60, and the administrator,
by the kaiser are duplicates of ornacross nn right shoul- J. N. Burton was ordered to ap of the instructive good and inspiring ments he has noticed on female hands
helpfulness the conference was to n
der, XX on left hip.
while admiring and fondling them,
Range 6 miles north ply to district sourt for an order in attendance, and the good that the even strangers, in public: but this is
1 mile west of Lucy.
to sell real estate.
Sale of per- attendants should and will do those but one of many sensational neena into
Notify Mrs. S. A. sonal property approved and con who did not have the privilege of at the private life, the habits and mantending.
Edmonds & Sons.
nerisms of "I he Mad Dog of Europe,"
Sincerely, in the interest of the as
Lucy. N. M., of any cattle with above firmed.
shown in Rupert Julian's startling
American Red Cross,
brands strayed from range.
screen
production, "The Kaiser, the
For Sale or Trade.
W. J. WALTZ.
Beast of Berlin." to be shown at thn
Pastime Theater, on September 13.
Lumber, coal and grain busClosing Out Sale.
Raymond T. Sanchez iness in good town and rich sec New furniture
going at a great
tion of California, for sale', or
General Merchandise will trade for land in Estancia bargain. Come in. Valley Fur
Wagon Yard
Valley.
Stock and property in- niture (Jo.
All Kinds of Feed
voice about $5,000.
Inquire at
An Interesting Party
Land for Sale
Chilili, N. M this office.
of
One
the most, interesting parties
Sept. 7, Bessie Barríscale in of the summer
was given at the Pas
ESTANCIA LODGE NO. 28 ''Borrowed Plumage." -- Pastime. time Theater last Wednesday evening,
complimenting Mrs. J. u. Sutbbleneld,
I. O. O. F.
Miss Lote Pool and Miss Mabel Hine,
M. E. CHURCH
The hostesses were MisaThelma Kemp
Sunday school at 10 a. m. We are and Miss cvangeiine Mill.
Meets every Wednesday night over
Office hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Office in Ayers building
,

or

Farmers and Stockmens Bank.
All glad to hear that the Sunday school is
Odd Fellows cordially invited to attend. growing in interest ana in numbers
If you
W.
C
Archer, Sec. N. D. Strong, N. G. Ira Ludwick is superintendent.
or your cniuren are not attending Sunday school anywhere else you are cor
dially invited to be with us. A men's
class is being organized.
There will be preaching services at
11 a. m. and 8:30 p. m.
The pastor
Agent for
win preacn Docn morning ana evening.
At the morning service a Service Flag
will be dedicated to our boys in the
service and will be placed in the church.
Every young man from Estancia is not
only entitled to be represented as one
oi ine stars on a service Hag in one
of our churches, but every bov should
be made to feel that the church is in
terested in him and considers it an
nonor to nave his name on their Service Flag.
A four minute talk will be
given by some lavman at both
ESTANCIA
LUMBER
The pastor will take for his morning
subject, "Sacrifice is the Price of
Victory. " His evening subject will be
COMPANY
"Christian Kducation."
Appropriate
music will be rendered at each service.
Kverybody will receive a hearty wel- come to all services.
UNDERTAKERS AND
f
W. J. Waltz, Pastor.
W.
Rev.
J.
Waltz
and wife have
LICENSED
received the following letter, dated
July 21. from their son in France,
Lieut. Welcome P. Waltz: "I am in a
ENBALMERS
terrible hurry. Am now in Paris but
will
leave soon. Was in the big attack
Calls answered day or night
j and was
the only officer left in my
company."

Chas, Sawey

CONTINENTAL

HND GAS

OILS

Packers' Profits
Are Regulated
The public should understand that
of the packers have been
profits
, the
limited by the Food Administration
pursince November 1, 1917.
&
Company
Swift
of
pose, the business
is now divided into three classes:

.

For-thi- s

1 includes such products as beef,
pork, mutton, oleomargarine and
others that are essentially animal
products. Profits are limited to 0
per cent of the capital employed in
these departments, (including surplus and borrowed money), ornot
to exceed two and a half cents on
each dollar of sales.
Clan 2 includes the soap, glue,
fertilizer, and other departments
more or less associated with the
meat business. Many of these
are in competition with
outside businesses whose profits
are not limited. Profits in this class
are restricted to 15 per cent of the
capital employed.
Class 3 includes outside investments,
such as those in stock yards, and
the operation of packing plants in
foreign countries. Profits in this
class are not limited.

Class

Total profits for all departments
together in 1918 will probably be
between three and four per cent on
an increased.volume of sales.
The restrictions absolutely guarantee a reasonable relation between
live stock prices and wholesale meat
prices, because the packer's profit cannot possibly average more than a
fraction of a cent per pound of product
Since the profits on meat ( Class 1)
are running only about 2 cents on each
dollar of sales, we have to depend on
the profits from soap, glue, fertilizer
(Class 2, also limited) and other departments, (Class 3) to obtain reasonable
earnings on capital.
Swift & Company is conducting,
its business so as to come within these
limitations.

Swift

&

Company,

USA.

Protect Your House
From the hot weather, and call

D. W.

T0TH,

paníer

Autos, Sign and Piano Painting
A SPECIALTY
IEK3

Chop, Bran, Alfalfa Hay
Shelf Hardware

Mrs Stubblefield has gone to Albuquerque, accompanying her son Ralph
who will attend high school there this
winter. Miss Mabel Hine has entered
as a student In the Albuquerque business college and Miss Lote Pool will
leave soon for the Baptist Sanitarium
in Dallas, Texas, and will take the
four-yenurse s training course.
In
this matter Miss Poole is doing her
patriotic duty, as there is a cry for
student nurses over the entire United
States, enabling the trained nurses to
service.
leave for over-se- a
This was a costume party and at
tended by at least fifty girls and young
A
matrons.
All enjoyed a dance.
variety of delicious fruits were served
throughout the evening.

OILS AND GREASES
New stocks in above lines received during the past week. We have a
full line of Groceries, Shoes, Dry Goods, Men's Women's and children's
Furnishings and Hosiery. Come to this store, where all goods are sold
on a uniform, close margin.

Rheumatism Arrested
If you suiter with lame muscles or
stiffened joints look out for impurities in the blood, because each attack gets more acute and stubborn.'
To arrest rheumatism you must
improve your general health and
purify your blood; the cod liver oil
in Scott's Emulsion
3 Nature's
great
while it also
strengthens the organs to expel the
impurities.
Scott's is helping thousands who could not find other relief.
Bcu Uowofc mnmiilliliU H. i.
blood-mak-

If we Haven't Got it, We'll Get It For You

Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchange

LOCAL ITEMS

Mrs. Frank Donlin and sons of
Kansas are visiting relatives in
Estancia. .
For Bale, two lots in Estancia
Attorney Fred H. Ayers was
-- Win, Dow, Tajique.
looking after legal business in
get
shoeB,
Santa Fe the firBt of the week.
If you want to buy
prices at Romero's store. Special.
A. B. McKinley, whose sawC. Ortiz and Ernest Green
country
'
were Santa Fe visitor over Sun- mill in the Manzano
burned about a month ago, has
We have just received a fresh car load. You
day.
the mill rebuilt and is running
can buy at the right price here.
Warren Graham of Cedarvale again.
was a business visitor in Estancia
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Roberts
Monday.
and two children of Sabetha,
and Jay Constant of
Lease and improvements on Kansas,
visiting
school land for sale, 8 miles west Beatrice, Nebraska, are
A. Constant and family.
J,
A.
J.
6
Estancia.
of
miles
south
,
James
Lvtton R. Taylor of Las Cruces,
tPhone orders given prompt attention
for the Republican
FofSale. yearling and two candidate
for judge of this dis
year-olHereford Bulls. -- The nomination
trict, was interviewing voters in
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N, this
STRENGTH
SERVICE
county this week.
M.
Capital
have
and
We
combined
Surplus
$35,000.00,
the largest in TorWanted,
and pasture
Jim Ireton writes from Camp land. Wish farm
rance County. We are a member of the
to
owners
with
deal
Cody under date of Aug. 22, that only.
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
lowest cash price,
he is to reave that camp in a few location.Name
and give full particulars.
Which gives to ourselves and our CUSTOMERS that sound and secure
days, but don't know where he
Box 151, Estancia, N. M.
feeling, so much desired during these abnormal months. You are conwill go.
tributing to the success of the Great United StateB Banking System,
T. J. Helton was down from
when you bank with us.
Wanted, old buildings and the mountains yesterday. He
MOUNT AINAIR STATE BANK
second hand lumber. State what words at the Rbmero mill, which
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE
you have to offer, price and loca- is now being moved from Torreón Cañón to Red Cañón southtion in first letter. Box 151,
west of Manzano.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. M. II,
Lancia, N. M,
For Sale.
Senter, August 24, a son.
Mrs. Lynette Dean Maxwell
The Farmers and Stockmens
176 acres of unbroken land in
has accepted the position of prin- Equity Exchange have new bean
H. C. Jones last week sent us
cipal in the Madrid schools, and cleaning machinery on the road, a notice of the county singing the southeast corner of Torreón
Grant and within the limits of
will go to that place shortly to and as soon as it arrives will convention to be held in
r
said grant.
This land is joined
assume her duties.
erect a building for cleaning and
on the 21st and 22nd. The on the south by Nick Holliday.
H. V. Lipe has received word handling beans. They expect to notice was postmarked at Moun-tainaThis is bean land. Someone in
from Antonito, Colorado, that S. be ready to buy beans as soon as
on the 23rd, and reached the
neighborhood has raised
A. Goldsmith died AugCUt 24th. the crop is ready.
us on the 24th. The News-Heral- d 1,990 pounds an acre on a patch
No particulars were given. Mr,
printed
on
the 22nd. of 15 acres.
was
J. E. Braxton was down from
Goldsmith formerly lived in Es48 acres of land under fence
tancia, and was a member of the Glorieta visiting and attending
J. R. Walling is a newcomer and cultivation, about one and
W. O. W. camp here at the time to business several days during
f
miles southeast from
the past week. He says he and who is now located on the Epler
of his death.
Mrs. Braxton' are well satisfied place northeast of town while town of Torreón.
The government haa decided and like the summer climate fine, looking' around and deciding
114 acres of land joining the
to establish a star mail route be- but don't know how they'll like whether he wants to locate per- town of Torreón on the north.
tween here and Moriarty, and the deep winter snows. He says manently or not.
On this tract I have fenced 68
has advertised for bids from per- they have had rain enough up
acres with four wires and posts
sons interested in contracting there to make a very good
The county school board has 10 feet apart. Of this 68 acres
for the position of carrier on this
recommended that all seven 20 acres is fenced off with one
route.
Blanks for making out
months schools begin on the first
It has been
F. A. Davis returned recently Monday in October, the 7th, and wire for farming.
these bids may be had at the
farmed for three years and has
local postoffice. No bids will be from Missouri, where he bought all eight months schools on the not one stump in it. Last winter
received after September 24. a farm, with the' intention of 16th ot September.
The nine 1,500 stumps were culled out.
There will be daily service on selling out his place in Mestenio months Bchools will of course be- leaving it as plain and clean as
this route, which will also sup- Draw and removing to Missouri. gin on or about the first Monday can be.
I iiave the prospect of
ply the postoffices of Tijeras, The place he bought is in Benton in September.
raising a regular crop of beans
Barton and Venus in addition to county, in the west central part
R. L. Hitt of the Willard this year without any rain. This
Mr. Davis is an
the Moriarty office. Albuquer- of Missouri.
tract is in the cedars.
and familv. rjassed
enterprising farmer and "dairy- Rpcnrd
que Herald.
I want to sell these three
man and we are very sorry to through Estancia last week
by auto to their former tracts of larid for a very reasonDr. W. B. Everitt, of Sterling hear of his decision.
He Bays
price as I want to put all
City, Texas, ha3 decided to lo the country here suits him all home in Illinois for a visit. Mr. able
my attention to my store buscate here, and expects to be set- right, and he' has done well fi WiM'a Aannrtnra ia PftinpMpnt iness.
Juan C. Jaramillo, Tor
tled about October 1st. He will nancially, but he has a griev with circumstantial accounts of reon, New
Mexico, Phone 52.
c
now and to come
occupy the house now accupied ance in the matter of the laws.
"
by E. McGee, when the latter He says the laws give him no among Republican aspirants for
By
Sept.
Of course
moves to the Alimón property. protection from the scrub stock offiee in this county.
Con-kliWireless,"
Chester
'
may
have
He has not yet secured quarters running at large that no fence the two circumstances
War picture. Pasfor an office. Dr. ' Everitt's two will stop, and the only consola- nn rnnnpftinn. hut a Renublican
things
has been time.
sons have been in Ihe county tion he gets is to be told, to who keeps tab on
more than a year, and have
build a lawful fence," which it hpnrrl tn wnnder it the nortents
Closing Out Sale.
proven themselves
desirable is well understood is an impos of political storm did not intensiNew furniture going at a great
Mr. fy Mr. Hitt'a loncincr for the
citizens in every way. We are sibility in New Mexico.
glad to welcome Dr. Everitt and Davis has been building up a umbrageous seclusion of the an bargain. Come in. Valley Furniture Co.
his family.
a herd of registered dairy stock. cestral back yard in Illinois.

Corn Meal, Graham Flour
and Bran

'

A. T.COCHRAN

NOTICE

DEMOCRATIC

Sealed bids will be received by
the Village of Estancia for haul
ing 300 cubic yards of dirt; same
to be taken from the ditch running south 3 blocks from the

Methodist church, thence east,
and deposited on street running
east from Methodist church to
Main Street; dirt to be removed
and deposited under direction of
Mayor.
Bids will be opened
Sept. 6, 1918, at 10 a. m.
Bids
may be filed with mayor or clerk.
LEO A. DOUGLAS.
815-- 9 5
Clerk.

PRIMARIES

Estancia, New Mexico, August 21, 1918.
authority vested in mo as county chair-ma- u
of the Democratic party of Torrance
county, N. M., I hereby call tho precinct primar íb of said party to be held on the 'M day of
1HIK tj nlot. innaatitu tu
hftil.Hm
in Ilrtin.
ocratic county convention, which will be held
in the town of Estancia on the 3rd day of
of noruinatiiiir
lid, for tho
county officers. There will be one doWate for
every 10 vot' s or major fraction cast for Deli aca for governor at tho last election.
All
precincts are entitlod to odo delegate regard-lesof the numbor of votes cast,
A. A. HlNK. County Chairman.
By

ir

Mrs. Milton Dow of Albuquerque and her daughter Mrs. John
Duffy of Belen, were visiting
Mrs. Wm. Dow at Tajique and
other relatives in the county dur-th- e
past week. Mrs. Dow has an
automobile and drives it herself.

d

Much Sickness
This is a time of year when there is usually
much sickness, and it is a wise precaution to
have some standard remedies in the house
for use until you can get a doctor. Come to
this store.

Estancia Drug Company

Moun-tainai-

ir

Shoe Special

one-hal-

We are making special cut prices on all
grades of shoes to reduce stock. Better see
us before buying anything in the shoe line.
IT WILL PAY YOU
-

Romero's Store

114-acr- e

--

New Car of Feed

hiiir-nnllin-

3.-"S- aved

n.

Also large consignment of new groceries and
dry goods, a car of Red Seal flour on the road.

-

KEMP BROS.
TtTTIfWf-

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
ni'pllcntlons. ns they cannot roacli
(1 pnrtio:i
o;' the ear.
tho dlbt-aThere Is
only one way to cure catarrhal 4eal'nces,
remedy.
and that 3 by a conetltutlonal
Catarrhal DenfncBa Is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of
the Eustachian Tube. When this tube Is
inllamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely
closed, Deafness Is tho result.
Unless the
inllamnmtion can be reduced and this tuba
restored to Its normal condition, hearing
will he destroyed forever. Many cases of
deafness aro caused by catarrh, which is
an inllamed condition of the mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Medicine acts thru
the blood on the mucous surfaces of the
system.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Catarrhal DeafneBS that cannot
bo cured by Hall's Catarrh Medicine. Cir76c.
culars free. Alt rruTjrl3ts.
F. J. CHüNEl' & CO.. Toledo. O.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR'

businsss for the coming year. We are instructed by the Ford Motor Co.,
to advise all Ford owners not to expect to trade their old Fords in on a
new one, but to have it rebuilt and use it for another year or for the
duratioruof the war as the Government has limited the manufacture of
of last year's output.
pleasure cars to
We cannot expect to supply only a part of the demand for the coming
year. We will have in stock new Touring and Runabout bodies and a
full line of Ford parts and will be fully prepared to repair or rebuild
your car just as you wish it. We are enlarging our shop and putting on
more men for this work. We work on Ford cárs only and by so doing
we cin give you better work for less money as all our tool3 and machinery are especially for Fords and we have men who know Ford repair
work. We work on the Ford Motor Co. schedule of prices. When you
bring your car in we tell you exactly what it will cost you when it goes
out. We find this far more satisfactory than the old system of working
by the hour. Any defective material or workmanship will be replaced
to any customer free of charge. If our repair work suits you tell others, if you have any complaint tell us.
One word more to all car owners we will continue to sell gas at 30c
and lubricating oils at 70 and 75c per gallon. We have opposed and
fouRht a raising of the price of gas and oils for the past six weeks and
will continue to do so as long as we can have gas put in our tank at 30c
per gallon. We also carry a full line of automobile accessories and tires
and our prices have always been less than you can buy the same grade
Yours for service.l
of goods elsewhere.

Black-Draug-

Valley Auto eo.

Mrs. Chas. Gaston,

by constipation,

annn V,
tin nrtrl prnurtd
We would not ha without it,
ot
for it certainly has saved us lots
doctor bills. Just a dose of Black-Drauga
well
Baves
not
when
bo
lot of davs in bed."
Black-Draugbeen
has
Thedford's
In use for many years in the treatment of stomach, liver and bowel
troubles, and tho popularity which it
now enJoy3 is proof of its merit.
If your livo--r is not doing its duty,
you will suffer from such disagreeable symptoms as headache, biliousindigestion, etc,
ness, constipation,
and unless tomething is done, serious

Willard, New Meiico

"The Bank of Personal Services"

wn,ilfl

again.

trouble mar result

has been
Thedford's
found a valuable remedy for these
vegetable,
and
troubles.
It is purely
acts in a prompt and natural way,
proper
regulating the liver to Its
f mictions and cleansing the bowels of
impurities. Try it. Insist on
the original and genuine. E 79
Black-Draug-

oec-irea-

Parts, Supplies and Repairs

Torrance County Savings Bank

Black-Draug-

..A

-

We pay 5 per cent on Time Deposits.

she gave us

which would
a dose of
Often in the
rectify the trouble.
Spring, we would have malaria and
chills, or troubles of this kind, we
pretty regwould take
ular until the liver acted well, and

I

t

Has been the saving factor in many a man's business career.
Such friendships aro not formed in a day, however, they require the ripening
influence of time.
Make this bank your friend ami ally now, then when the crucial point arrives
in your business, it will know you and your history well enough to give assistance.
This truth Is as imiortant and useful to the individual as to Wit business man.
Call in and wo will bo glad to explain at any time the advantago in a banking
connection.

of this place, writes: "I am a user
in fact,
ot Thedford's
it was one of our family medicines.
Also in my mother's home, when I
was a child. When any of us children complained of headache, usually
caused

TrTTTT IPgVBt

A Strong Bank's Friendship

Georgia Lady, Regarding
Relief From Headache, Malaria, Chills, Etc

one-fourt- h

fe C.'.PETKRSON.JManager.
II. t'blfcKbUíi,

Agents for Torrance County.

In Her Mother's Home, Says Thii

Ringgold, Ga.

"Tf'

ESTANCIA AUTO CO.

MEDICINE

just returned from the Ford Plant having arranged the Ford

-

MOTOR. CAM
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NOTICE TO FORD OWNERS
We have

'TTriTi"'lTTIr,WrfiiFfrff TTWIr1-

Thed-turd'-

o
o
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Neal Jenson

oc

U. S. Commissioner

Q Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted
Fire. Ufe, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and
Farms for Rent.

a
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Estancia, New Mexico

J

ESTANCIA

North of

Fifty-Thr- ee

BY BERTRAND W. SINCLAIR
Copyright: t.lttle. Brown

HAZEL PASSES WINTER

Co.)

INJHE

WILDS WITHOUT SIGHT

OF ANY WHITE PERSON OTHER
THAN "ROARING

BILL"

Miss Hazel Weir la employed as a stenographer In thta
offleeof Harrington & Bash at Granville, Ontario. She la engaged to
Jack Barrow," a young real estate agent Mr. Bush. Hazel's employer,
suddenly notices her attractiveness and at once makes her his private
stenographer. After three months Bush proposes marriage. Hazel
refuses, and after a stormy scene. In which Bush warns her he will
' make
her sorry for her action. Hazel leaves the office, never to return.
Shortly after this Bush Is thrown from his horse and killed. Publication of his will discloses that he left Hazel 5,000 In "reparation for
any wrong I may have done her." Jack Barrow, In a Jealous rage,
demands an explanation, and Hazel, her pride hurt, refuses. Hazel's
engagement Is broken and, to escape from her surroundings, she secures a position as schoolteacher at Cariboo Meadows, In a wild part 8f
British Columbia. There, at a boarding house, she first sees "Roaring
n
Bill" Wagstaff, a
character of that country. Soon after her
arrival Hazel loses her way while walking In the woods. She wanders
until night when she reaches "Itoarlng Bill's" camp fire In the woods.
He promises to take her home In the morning, but she Is compelled to
spend the night In the woods. After wandering In the woods all the
next day, "Itoarlng Bill" finally admits that he is taking Hazel to his
Hazel finds upon their arrival at the cabin ,
cabin In the mountains.
that she cannot hope to escape from the wilderness before spring.
Synopsis

CHAPTER

VI

Continued.

But within the cabin, they were snug
and warm. Bill's ax kept the woodpile
high. The two fireplaces shone red
hours through. 'Of
the twenty-fou- r
flour, tea, coffee, sugar, beans and sach
tun as coma oniy oe gotten irom ins
outside he had a plentiful supply. Potatoes and certain vegetables that he
had grown In a cultivated patch behind
the cabin were stored In a deep cellar.
He could always sally forth and get
meat. And the lee was no bar to fish- -

under their feet and the branches

Bill's Ax Kept the Woodpile High.
Ing. for he would cut a bole, sink a
small net, and secure overnight a
week's supply of trout and whlteflsh.
Thus their material wants were provided for.
As time passed Hazel gradually
shook off a measure of her depression,
thrust her uneasiness and resentment
Into the background. As a matter of
fact, she resigned herself to getting
through the winter, since that was Inevitable. She fell Into the way of doing little things about the house, finding speedily that time flew when she
busied herself at some task In the Intervals of delving In Roaring Bill's
library.
On one of these days Hazel came Into
the kitchen and found Bill piling towels, napkins, and a great quantity of
other soiled articles on an outspread
tablecloth.
"Well," she Inquired, "what are you
going to do with those 7"
"Take "em to the laundry," he
laughed. "Collect your dirty duds, and
bring them forth."
"Laundry 1" Hazel echoed. It seemed
rather a
Joke.
"Sure! You don't suppose we can
(ret along forever
without having
things washed, do you?" he replied. "I
don't mind housework, but I do draw
the Une at a laundry job when I don't
have to do It Go on get your
clothes."
So she brought out her accumulation
of garments, and laid them on the pile.
Bill tied up the four corners of the
tablecloth.
"Now," said he, "let's see If we can't
fit you out for a more or less extended
walk. Yon stay In the house altogether
too much these days. That's bad busiNothing like exercise In the
ness.

freh air."
Thus In a few minutes Hazel fared
forth, wrapped In Bill's fur coat a

lake, on the farshore of a fair-size- d
ther side. of which loomed the conical
lodges of an Indian camp.
"You sabe now?" said he as they
crossed the Ice. "This bunch generally
comes In here about this time, and
stays Will spring. I get the squaws to
wash for me. Ever see Mr. Indian on
his native heath?"
Hazel never had, and she was duly
Interested, even If a trifle shy of the
red brother who stared so fixedly. She
entered a lodge with Bill, and listened
to him mate laundry arrangements In
broken English with a withered old
beldame whose features resembled a
ham Hint had hung overlong In the
smokehouse. Two or three blanketed
bucks squatted by the fire that sent Its
blue smoke streaming out the apex of
the lodge.
"Heap fine squaw I" one suddenly addressed Bill. "Where yoiTketchum?"
Bill laughed at Hazel's confusion.
"Away off." He gestured southward,
and the Indian grunted some unintelligible remark In his own tongue at
which Roaring Bill laughed again.
Before they started home Bill succeeded In purchasing, after much talk,
a pair of moccasins that Hazel conceded to be a work of art, what with
the dainty pattern of beads and the
ornamentation
of colored porcupine
quills. Her feminine soul could not
cavil when Bill thrust them In the
pocket of her coat even If her mind
was set against accepting any peace
tokens at his hands.
In the nesting sunset they went
woods,
home through the frost-bitte- n
where the snow crunched and squeaked
snap when
broke off with pistol-lik- e
they were bent aside.
A hundred yards from the cabin Bill
challenged her for a race. She refused
to run, and he picked her up bodily,
and ran with her to the very door. He
held her a second before he set ber
down, and Hazel's face whitened. She
could feel his breath on her cheek, and
she could feel his arms quiver, and the
rapid beat of his heart For an Instant
she thought Roaring Bill Wagstaff was
about to make the colossal mistake of
trying to kiss her.
But he set her gently on her feet and
opened the door. And by the time he
bad his outer clothes off and the fires
started up he was talking whimsically
about their Indian neighbors, and Hazel breathed more freely. The clearest Impression that she had. aside from
her brief panic, was of his strength. He
had run with her as easily as If she
had been a child.
After that they went out many times
together. Bill took her hunting. Initiated her into the mysteries of rifle
shooting, and the manipulation of a
He taught her to walk on
snowshoes, lightly over the surface of
the crusted snow, through which otherwise she floundered. A sort of truce
arose between them, and the days drifted by without untoward Incident Bill
tended to his horses, chopped wood,
carried water. She took upon herself
the care of the house. And through
the long evenings. In default of converso Hon, they would sit with a book on
either side of the fireplace that roared
defiance to the storm gods without
And sometimes Hazel would find herself wondering why Roaring Bill Wagstaff could not have come Into her life
In a different manner. As It was she
iwver, never would forgive him.

to. the window. The encrusting frost
had vanished from the panes. They
were wet to the touch of her fingers.
She unhooked tte fastening, and swung
the window out A great gust pf dump,
warm wind blew strands of hair across
her face. She leaned through the casement and drops of cold water struck
her bar neck. That which she had
The
heard was the dripping eaves.
Chinook wind droned Its spring song,
and the bare boughs of the tree beside
the cabin waved and creaked the time.
At dawn the eaves had ceased their
drip, and the dirt roof lay bare to the
cloud-banke- d
sky. From the southwest
the wind still blew strong and warm.
The thick winter garment of the earth
softened to slush, and vanished with
amazing swiftness. Streams of water
poured down every depression. Pools
stood between the house and stable.
opon
Spring had leaped strong-arme- d
old Winter and vanquished him at the
first onslaught
All that day the Chinook blew, working Its magic upon the land. When day
broke again with a clearing sky, and
the sun peered between the cloud rifts,
his beams fell upon vast areas of
brown and green, where but forty-eighours gone there was the cold revelry
g
fields
of frost sprites upon
of snow. Patches of earth steamed
wherever a hillside lay bare to the sou.
From some mysterious distance a lone
crow winged his way, and, perching on
a nearby treetop, cawed raucous greeting.
Hazel cleared away the breakfast
things, and stood looking out the kitchen window. Roaring Bill sat on a log,
smoking his pipe. Presently he went over to the stable, led
out his horses, and gave them their liberty. For twenty minutes or so he
stood watching their mad capers as
they ran and leaped and pranced back
and forth over the clearing. Then he
walked off Into the timber, his rifle
over his shoulder. "
Hazel washed her dishes and went
outside. She did not know why, but
all at once a terrible feeling of utter
forlornness seized ber. It was spring
and also It was spring in other lands.
The wilderness suddenly took on the
characteristics of a prison. In which
she was sentenced to solitary confinement She rebelled against It, rebelled
against ber surroundings, against the
manner of her being there, against
everything. She hated the North, she
wished to be gone from It and most
of all she hated Bill Wagstaff for constraining her presence there.
All the heaviness of heart, all the resentment she had felt in the first few
days when she followed him perforce
away from Cariboo Meadows, came
back to her with redoubled foríe that
She went back Into the
afternoon.
house, now gloomy without a fire,
slumped forlornly Into a chair, and
cried herself Into a condition approaching hysteria. And she was sitting there,
her bead bowed on her hands, when
Bill returned from his hunting. The
sun sent a shaft through the south
window, a shaft which rested on her
drooping head. Roaring BUI walked
slowly op behind her and put his hand
on her shoulder.
"What Is it little persoal" he asked
gently.
'
She refused to answer.
"Say," he bent a little lower, "you
know what the Tentmaker said :
"Come mi the cup, and In the On of
spring
Your winter garment of repentance ntng;
The Bird of Time haa But a little way
To flutterand the Bird Is on the wing."
"Life's too short to waste any of It
In being uselessly miserable. Come on
out and go for a ride on Silk. I'll take
yon up a mountainside, and show you
a waterfall that leaps three hundred
feet In the clear. The woods are wak-Ni- g
up and putting on their Easter bonnets. There's beauty everywhere. Come
ulong I"
But she wrenched herself away
from him.
"I want to go home !" she walled. "I
bate you and the North, and every- -

"springtime with yon only means getting back to work. You want to get
back Into the muddled rush of peopled
places, do you? You want to be where
you can associate with fluffy-rufflpompadonred girls, and be properly Introduced to equally proper young men.
Lord, but I seem to have made a mistake I And, by the same token, I'll
probably pay for It In a way yon
wouldn't understand If yon lived a
thousand years. Well, set your mind
at rest I'll take you out Ye gods and
little fishes, but I have sure been a
fool I"
He sat down on tbe edge of the table;
and Hazel blinked at him, half scared,
and full of wonder. She, had. grown
so used to seeing him calm. Imperturb
able, smiling cheerfully no matter what
she said or did, that his passionate outbreak amnzed her. She could only sit
and look at blm.
He got out his cigarette materials.
But bla fingers trembled, spilling the
tobacco. And when be tore the paper
in his efforts to roll It, he dashed pa
per and all Into the fireplace with
something that sounded like an oath,
and walked out of the house. Nor did
he return till the sun was well down
d
toward the
horizon. When
he came back he brought In an armful of wood and kindling, and began to
build a fire. Hazel came out of her
room. Bill greeted her serenely.
"Well, little person," he said, "I
hope you'll perk up now."
Til try," she returned. "Are you
really going to take me out?"
Bill paused with a match blazing In
his fingers.
"I'm not In the haDIt of saying things
don't mean," be answered dryly.
"Well start In the morning."
The dark closed In un them, and
they cooked and ate supper in silence.
Bill remained thoughtful and abstracted. Then from some place among his
books he unearthed a map, and, spreading It on the table, studied It a while.
After that he dragged In his kyaks
from outside, and busied himself pack
ing them with supplies for a Journey-- tea
and coffee and flour and such
things done up In small canvas sacks.
And when these preparations were
complete he got a sheet of paper and a
pencil, and fell to copying something
from the map. He was still at that
sketching and marking, when Hazel
went to bed.
By all the signs and tokens. Roaring
Bill Wagstaff slept none that night
Hazel herself tossed wakefully, and
during her wakeful moments she could
hear him stir In the outer room. And a
full hour before dayUght he called ber
to breakfast
,

This time last spring," BUI said to
ber, "I was ptklng away north of those
mountains, bound for the head of the
Naas to prospect for gold."
They were camped In a notch on tbe
tiptop of a long divide, a thousand feet
above the general level. A wide valley
rolled below, and from the height they
overlooked two great, sinuous lakes
and a multitude of smaller ones.
'Tve been wondering," Hazel said.
"This country somehow seems different. You're not going back to Cariboo
Meadows, are you?"
BUI bestowed a look of surprise on
her.
"I should say not I" he drawled. "Not
that It would make any difference to
me. But I'm very sure yon don't want
to turn up there In my company."
"That's true," she observed. "But
all the clothes and all the money I
have In the world are there."
"Don't let money worry you," he said
briefly. "I have got plenty to see yon
through. And yon can easily buy

clothes."
They were now ten days on the road.
Steadily they climbed, reaching up
through gloomy canyons where foaming cataracts spilled themselves over
sheer walls of granite, where the dim
and narrow pack trail was crossed and
recrossed with the footprints of bear
moan-tai- n
and deer and the
snowy-coate-

d

goat

Roaring BUI lighted his evealng fire
at last at the apex of the pass. He bad
traveled long after sundown, seeking a
camp ground where his horses could
graze. The fire lit up huge firs, and
high a'bove the fir tops the sky was
studded with stars, brilliant In the thin
atmosphere. They ate, and, being
weary, lay down to sleep. At sunrise
Hazel sat up and looked about her In
silent wondering appreciation. All the
world Bpread east and west below.
She adjusted the binoculars and
peered westward from the great height
where the camp sat Distantly, and
far below, the green of the forest broke
e
down to a hazy line of
that
e
ran In turn to a huge fog bank,
In the rising sun.
"There's a lake," she said.
"No. Salt water a long arm of the
Pacific," be replied.
"That's where
yon and I part company to your very
great relief, I dare say. But look off
In the other direction. Lord, you can
see two hundred miles I If It weren't
tor the Babine range sticking up yon
could look clear to where my cabin
stands. What an outlook I
"I told you, I think, about prospecting on the head of the Naas Inst spring.
I fell In with another fellow up there,
end we worked together, and early In
the season made a nice little cleanup
on a. gravel bar. I have another place
spotted, by the way, that would work
oat a fortune If a fellow wanted to
spend a couple of thousand putting In
some machinery.
However, when tbe
June rise drove us off our bar, I pulled
clear out of the country. Just took
a notion to see the bright lights again.
And I dldnt stop short of New York.
Do yon know, I lasted there Just one
peek by tbe calenda It seems funay.
snow-whit-

CHAPTER VII.
Tha Fires of Spring.
There come a dory when the metallic
brilliancy went out of the sky, and It
became softly, mistily blue. All that
forenoon Hazel prowled restlessly oat
of doors without cap or coat Then
was a r.ew feel In the air. Thr deep
winter snow bad suddenly loat Its
harshness.
Toward evening a mild breeze freshened from the southwest At ten o'clock
a gale whooped riotously through the
trees. And at midnight Hazel wakened
te a sound that she had not beard In
months, Sha roa and groped her way

"I do I do I" she cried vehemently.
"Haven't I told yon often enough? I
didn't come here willingly, and I wont
stay. I will not I I have a right to
live my Ufe In my own way, and It's
not this way."
"So," Roaring BUI began evenly,

steel-blu-

d

cap on her head, and on her feet
several pairs of stockings Inside moccasins that Bill had procured from
some mysterious source a day or two
before.
The day was. sunny, albeit the air
was hazy with multitudes of floating
frost particles, and the tramp through
Ide forest speedily brought the roses
sack to ber cheeks.
Bill carried the bundle of .men on
his back, aud trudged steadily throuch
the woods. But the riddle of his deitl-eatttowail soon read to ber, for a twv
tila vajlk broach then out on I la

NEWS-HERAL-

"I Hato You and tha North and Everything In It"
thing In It If you've got a spark of
manhood left la yon, youH take me out
of here."
Roaring BUI backed away from ber.
"Do yon mean that? Honest Injunl"
be askad lncrednloaalT.

when yon think of It that a man with
three thousand dollars to spend should
get lonesome In a place like New York.
a week I
But I did. And at the end of
my
flew. I had all that money burning
pockets and, all told, I didn't spend
five hundred. Fancy a man Jumping
over four thousand miles to have a
Mini) fma nil fl then running awav
from It It was very foolish of me
u
think now. Well, tne longer wo
the more we learn. Day after tome,
can
Tbe
row you'll be In Bella Coola.
nery steamships carry passenger, on
i.io reiniinr schedule te Vancou
that suit you?"
ver. How does
..
wiutu,
"very wen, sne answereu .Lurfla
inii vnn haven't the least twinge of
aU
this?
leaving
regret at
"I don't happen to nave your yecuuui
niBt nt view" aha returned. "Tbe
circumstances connected with my coming Into this country and with my staying here are such as to msJje me anxious to get away."
"Same old story," BUI muttered under his breath.
"What Is it?" she asked sharply,
mil nnthinir" h said carelessly.
and went on wltb bis breakfast prepa

rations.
The evening of the third day from
mu traveled till dusk. When
fTio
camp was made and the fire started.
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Weetern Newspaper Union Nawa Servio.

DSNVBa MARKET.
Cattle.
Fat steers, grassers, choice
to prime
,
$16, 00
16.60
Fat ateere. grassers, good
to choice
14. 00
16.00
Fat steers, grassers, fair
to good
12. 00011.60
Heifers, prime
10. 0011.00
Cowi. fat. Brood tn nhnlc... fl 00
9.75
Cowe, fair to good
8. 00
8.76
Cowa, medium to fair
7. 00
8.00
Cowe, canners
6. 00
7.00
7. 00
bums
8.00
Veal calvee
10. 00011.60
Feedere. good to choice.... 11. oo (J n 60
Feeders, talr to good
9. 00010.60
Stockers, good to choice... 8. 76
9.60
Stockers. fair to good
8. 00
8.76
titockers, medium to fair.. 7. 26
7.76
Oood hogs

Lambs
kjwes
Vearllngs
Wethers

Hoars.
Sfceep.

$19,00

19.75

IU.76017.60
12.00Sl3.00
14.00
13.00

16.00
18.75

HAY AND UrlAI
MARKET.
O. B. Denver, Carlead Price.

IT.

Hay.
""TinaperPrices.
Colorado Upland,
ton. .1 1S.00O17.00
Nebraska Upland, per ton. 16.00 16.00
Prairie Hay, Colorado and
Nebraska, per
16.001600
Timothy, per ton ton
17.00&19.00
Alfalfa, per ton
14.00 16.00
Houlh Park, frer ton
18.0020.00
Uunnlson Valley, per ton. .17.0018.00
Straw, per tun
6.00
Grain.
Oats, Nebraska, loo
lbs., buying.. .$2.30
colorado oats, bulk, buying
2.30
Lorn chop, sack Belling
3.60
Corn In sack,
3.47
selling
Gluten feed, sacked, selling
1.99
Blan, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling... 1.31)
Hungarian Patent,Klour.
98 lbs., sacked
subject to discount
15.14
Hungarian, 48 IbB., Backed, subject
to discount
2.67
POlll.THY.
Dreaeeil Poultry.
The following prices on Uve poultry
are net V .o. B7 Denver:
Turkeys, fancy d. n
80 0 32
.Turkeys, old toms
26
24
22
Turkeys, choice
20
Hens, lb
27
Ducks, young
27
30.
27
Geese
26
18
Hoostera
16

Llve.roultry.

12
Roosters, lb
10
'Turkeys, lu lbs. or over
26
23
Hens
23,'
20
2
young
"That' Bella Coola Over There," He Ducks
n
26
Ducklings,
ib
Said.
Springs
27
(Jeese
20
30
be called Hazel to one side, up on a lit- Broilers, 1ft to 2 lbs
28
tle rocky knoll, and pointed out a half
IUKKB.
dozen pin points of yellow glimmering
Ekes, graded No. 1 net. F. O.
distantly In the dark.
B. Denver
88
"That's Bella Coola," he told her. Efcris. Krutied No. 2 netF. O.
B. Denver
.30
"And unless they've made a radical
change In their sailing schedules there
Butter.
should be a boat clear tomorrow at Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
48
42
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
noon."
40
Process
Packing stock
33tt84
CHAPTER VIII.
Fruit.
Apples, Colo., box....".
$1.502.50
The Drone of tha Hive.
1.10 1.75
Peuehes, crute .
A black cloud of smoke was rolling Pears. Bartlett, box
2.00 3.50
up from tbe funnel of the Stanley D. Pears, cooking
1.752.2e
as Bill Wagstaff piloted Hazel from the
Vegetables.
grimy Bella Coola hotel to the wharf.
16
Asparagus, lb
"There ain't many passengers," he Beans, navy, cwt......... 1214 12.00
pinto, cwt
8.50
"They're mostly cannery Beans,
told her.
16
Beans, lima, lb
men. But you'll have the captain's Beans,
green, lb
06
08
08
06
wife to chaperon you. She happens Wax beuns
25
80
Beets, Coio., dos, bunches.
to be making the trip."
Beets, new, cwt
2.50
When they were aboard and the Cabbage, new Colo
2.25
2.60
30
86
Carrots, duz. bunches......
cabin boy had shown them to what Carrots,
4.00
cwt. . .
was dignified by the name of state- Cauliflower,
10
16
lb
60
85
homegrown,
Celery,
doz..
room, Bill drew a long envelope from
60
76
Cucumbers, H. H., dos...
pocket.
his
40
Lettuce, head
60
25
86
"Here," he said, "Is a little money. Lettuce, curly, dos
25
80
Onions, table, doz. ......
I hope you won't let any foolish pride Onions,
cwt
8.00
8.50
16
doz
stand In the way of using It freely. It Parsley,Colo.,
12V,
16
lb
came easy to me. I dug It out of Mother Peas,
Potatoes, new, cwt
3.00
3.65
where
more
long,
30
Radishes,
86
Earth, and there's plenty
hothouse.
15
Radishes, round
25
It came from. Seeing that I deprived Spinach,
06
07
lb
yon of access to your own money and Tomatoes, homegrown, lb. 03
05
cwt
8.00
all your personal belongings, yon are Turnips,
Turnips, Colo., dos. bunch Í6
80
entitled to this any way you look at It
And I want to throw In a bit of graUlSCUfuLAMMtlls
BIAIIKETS.
tuitous advice in case you should conPrices Quoted for Metala.
clude to go back to the Meadows. They
Boulder, Colo. Tungsten
concentprobably looked high and low for you. rates,
60 per cent, I20.0022.60
per
But there Is no chance for them to unit; 25 per cent, $12.0012.60: 10 per
9.4012.20.
learn where you actually did get to cent,
New York Lead, 88.05.
Spelter: Bast St. Louis delivery,
unless yon yourself tell them. The
most plausible explanation end If you 88.80tt8.87i4.
Copper: I25.62H.
go there you must make some explanaBar Silver: $1.01 Vs.
tion would be for you to say that you
Bolter, Bags, Potatoes and Poultry.
got lost which Is true enough and
Chicago.
Creamery extras
that yon eventually fell In with- a and firsts, Butter
unchanged; seconds. 40
party of Indians, and later on con- 4H4c; standards, 44H444c
Daisies, 2614 26 He; twins,
nected up with a party of white 25 Cheese
V. 4i 25 'c;
American, 26i4c; long
people who were traveling coastwnrd. horns, 26'427c; brick, 30&3UVÍC
Eggs 3889Hc; ordinary firsts, 36
That you wintered with them, and they
374,c; at mark, cases included, 36
put you on a steamer and sent you to 3714c.
Potatoes Minnesota
Ohlos,
bulk,
Vancouver when spring opened,
J2.45Í 2.55; do. In sacks, $2.6602.70;'
"That I guess, Is all," he concluded Wtsconsln Ohlos,
bulk, 32.402.45; do.
slowly. "Only I wish" he caught her In sacks, $2.602.65; Wisconsin white,
bulk, 12.604a 2.60; do, In sacks, 12.70
by the shoulders and shook her gently 2.75.
Poultry Broilers, S3J4c: fowls, 88
"I sure do wish it could have been
different little person. Maybe some Iff 85c.
human
time when I get restless for
Price of Sug-ar- .
New York Sugar Centrifugal, .055.
companionship and come out to cavort Cut
9.00; crushed. 8.76; mould A
loaf,
tn the bright lights for a while, I may 8.00; cubes. 8.25; XXXX powdered 7 70:
fine granulated and
pass you on a .street somewhere. This powdered.7.6;
7.60; confectioners' A, 7.40;
world Is very small. Oh, yes when dlamondA.
you go to Vancouver go to the Lady-smit- h.
Grain and Provision
It's a nice, quiet hotel In tbe ChlcaKo
Chicago. Corn No. 2 yellow, Prices.
West end. Any hack driver knows the 1.86; No 1 yellow, 81.771.80; 31.81
No. 4
yellow. 1.701.71.
place."
3
No.
Oats
white,
721t78!ic:
He dropped his bands, and looked standard. 72
.
7Sttc
Rye No. 2. I1.76ÍM.7.
steadily at her for a few seconds,
I
Barley 81.071.13.
steadily and longingly.
;
Timothy $.006 8.75.
"Gooff-byl-"
Lard $26.6214.
he said abruptly and
Ribs 324.00 85.00.
walked out, and down tbe gangplank
Kansas City Produce.
that was already being cast loose, and
Kansas City Butter Creamery, 41c;
away up the wharf without a back42e: seconds, 40c; packing, 34c
firsts,
'
ward glance.
Eggs Firsts, 39c; seconds, 83c
Poultry Hens, 2328c; roosters 18c '
The Stanley D.'s siren woke the
springs, 24c; broilers, 28a
a
echoes along the wooded shore.
A
throbbing that shook her from stem
IIirtKS AND PEI.TS.
Dry
Flint
Hides.
to stern betokened tbe first turnings
Pound
of the screw. And slowly she backed Butcher
j0o
all weights. Nos.l and 8 flat'aHo
Into deep water and swung wide for Fallen,
Bulla and stag. Nos. 1 and 1 flat... lo
the outer passage.
hides
Culls and alus
Salted hides, So to 8c per lb. less ntt
Horsehldee one-ha- lf
tv two-thirthe price of green salted.
In the aprlng Hazel gets her
Dry Flint Pelts.
freedom and then whan she haa
Wool pelts, butchers and murrains together
441? 47c
It she exercises the prerogative
Short wool pelts
.390400
that has been woman's since the
Butcher shearlings. No. 1
27
30c
3
shearlings
No.
murrain
world began. What she did la
Bucks, saddles and pieces of 12014a
disclosed in the next Installment.
pelts
tS
Oreen Suited Hides. Ete.
Heavy cured. No. 1 (over 26
lbs.) . .
16014e
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FAVORED AT ONCE

Labor Deiy
day each year America honors labor, end it does so
sincerity because America is a community of
ON this special
There is no leisure class worth speaking of in this

country, which is worth thinking of whenever we consider our
country s problems. For while workers will disagree on a good
many things, may find many interests clashing, may be often
struggling against each other in one way or another, there is
something that is deeper than all these differences, the common
tie of work, the fact that we are all on the job, the big job
which we call America,
since the first Labor Day waa. celebrated has
NEVER
come home to us as it does today. If in time
peace we divide and disagree on many things, and
often forget that we are all laborers on the big job, today we
must remember that inspiring truth and drawricloser in the love
of America and a new consciousness of what America means to
us and what we mean to one another the director of vast financial forces and the man at the lathe or the throttle, the captain
of industry, and the man or woman who sells its products across
the counter, the judge on the bench, the farmer at the plow, the
doctor in the sick room, the laborer on the railroad right of way,
the woman in the nursery, the kitchen, the school, the shop, or
the office.
Day this year is a day to be long remembered,
LABOR inspiration,
a day'of clasped hands and uplifted
hearts, a day of solemn union, of unwavering resolution,
of sacrifice, and yet of confident hope and inspiring purpose.
America is at war for a world which will be freer, safer, and happier for all men.

DAY

EIGHT-HOU- R

CENTURIES AGO
Mistake to Look on It as a Com
paratively Recent Innovation.
Lengthened
Working
Time
Was
Brought
About as Result of
Change In the Methods of Production In the World,
,tl
By CHARLES EDWARD RUSSELL.
HEAR and read the outgivings of
many eminent minds about an
eight-hou- r
day, and they all seem
to proceed upon the theory that
eight hours for a day's work Is a recent Invention, a leap in the dark, a
daring experiment, and nobody knows
what may come of it.
'
As a matter of fact, it is so old it
makes Bunker Hill monument look like
a thing of yesterday.
It existed beday, the twelve-hou- r
fore the ten-hoday or the fourteen-hou- r
day.
Four hundred years ago among our
working day
forefathers an eight-hou- r
was the rule and standard.
If there had been no change In the
way we produced things, eight hours
probably
would
be the standard
today, and anybody that wanted
to lengthen
It
would be looked
upon as a demagogue and revolutionist.
It was only because we had an
enormous Increase In the pressure for
production, particularly since the inof factories and steam,
troduction
that the working dny was lengthened
until life came to mean for the workers nothing but toll and sleep.
In modern times the increase of
r-saving
machinery should have off-BafT that." The average factory
hand or transportation worker now is
200 or 800 times as efficient as the
average worker of 75 years ago, but
he is no better off. The huge increase
In his output has not shortened his
hours.
This Is plainly wrong. It is rottenly
and intolerably wrong. It is dangerously wrong for the community. The
eight-hou- r
movement seeks to set ft
right.
Idea means someThe eight-hou- r
thing to the worker, but a lot more
to the rest of society.
See how this Is. Up to 1874 women and children worked 16 hours a
day, or something like that, in the
Welsh coal mines.
Women harnessed like cattle dragged from the mines great baskets
of conl.
There was a board in
the center of the runway with cleats
nailed upon it. Bent far over, their
heads almost to the ground, the. women braced their feet against these
cleats and tugged at their loads.
Most of them were unsexed by their
toil. Nature mercifully made them in
capable of bearing children. The

I

Time's

Changes
Seen

OerVe
IJjgg

I
I

offspring, brought
iorin luiuis,
The little ehtl- -

in the mines were
so Injured or brutalized that they
grew up either
or strange types of imbe-

criminals
ciles.
Society had to pay tor all this, and
pay appalling costs. It is paying for
them stUl.
Yet when It was proposed to do no
more than to mitigate some of Its
worst features, mine owners violently protested and said they would be
ruined.
In this case of the Welsh coal mines
to risk
the government determined
the ruin, and reduced the hours bf
labor.
After a time observers were astonished to see that social conditions improved, general Intelligence rose, good
order Increased, and the general welfare grew in proportion as the working

hours shortened.
The wonder Is that
It took mankind so long to recognize
the fact.
In the olden days, when one man
made a pair of shoes, let us say, he
could exercise his mind and please
his taste In designing and creating

Gompers Tells of Growth of Labor
Day Celebration.
First Suggested, He Says, by P. J.

Mc-

Guire, Then Secretary United
Brotherhood of Carpenters.
Samuel Gompers, founder and president of the Amerlcsn Federation of
Labor, gave out
publication
some interesting
historical
matter
on the observance
of Labor day.
"U n d o u btedly
the first suggestion of setting
apart a day In
each year to be
observed as Labor day," said Mr.
Gompers,
"w a s
conceived by the
late P. J. Mo- Gulre, who was at that time secretary
of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters". The suggestion occurred during
the period when the Knights of Labor
was in existence, P. J. McGuire being
a member of that organization.
"Writing for the American Federa-tioniin 1002, P. J. McGuire had this
to say:
" 'Pagan feasts and Christian observance have come down to us through
the long ages. But It was reserved for
this country, and for the American
people, to give birth to Labor day. In
this they honor the tollers of the earth,
and pay homage to those who from
rude nature have delved and carved all
the omfert and grandeur we behold.
Small Group Responsible.
"More than all, the thought, the
conception, yes, the very Inspiration of
this holiday came from men In the
ranks of the working people, men active In uplifting their fellows and leading them to better conditions. It came
from a little group In New York city,
the Central Labor union, which had
lust been formed, and which In later
rears "attained widespread influence.
" "On May 8, 1882, the writer made
the proposition. He urged the propriety of setting aside one day In the year
to be designated as "Labor day," and
to be established as a general holiday
tor the laboring classes. He advised
the day should first be celebrated by It
street parade, which would publicly
mow the strength and esprit de corps
jf the trade and labor organizations
Next the parade should be followed by
i picnic or a festival in some grovn.
the proceeds of the same to be divided

for

them.
In these days, to stand all day turning a piece of metal back and forth,
or tending a machine that cuts out
leather heels, Is to flatten the mind,
pervert the soul and darken the life.
The more people you. have working
long hours at these deadly employments the worst for the average condition of the population, which Is the
only national strength.
Everything that really counts comes ,
out of the masses, the common people,
the general run of mankind.
All the Inventions that amount to
anything come from that source.
All the Ideas that really help come '
from what the snobs call plebeian
sources. It's only
the average that
counts, and there
isn't much chance
for a high aver- age In Intelligence when the
workers toll long
hours.
It seems very
strange to be ar
plan.'
jn this
guing these things In America.
Observed as Festal Day.
Nearly 70 years have passed since
Australia adopted the eight-hou- r
day.
"It was further argued Labor day
April 21, 1856, was the day. In Aus- should be observed as one festal day
tralia )t Is celebrated now as a kind In the year for public tribute to the
of Fourth of July a day of national genius of the American industry. There
freedom and greatness.
were other worthy holidays represenIn the United States we are still tative of the religious, civil and militalking about it more or less. "The tary spirit, but none representative
glorious spirit of American progress"
of the industrial spirit, the great vital
goes rather lame when you think of force of every nation. He suggested
that.
the first Monday in September of every
year for such a holiday, as It would
GOD'S GIFTS ARE FOR TOILER come at the most pleasant season of
tba year, nearly midway between the
of July and Thanksgiving, and
Parable Shows That Only Those Will-in- g Fourth fill the
would
wide gap In the chronto Bear Burdens May Enjoy
Many were
ology of legal holidays.
Good
Things.
the
the cogent reasons he advanced, and
at once the idea was enthusiastically
Once upon a time there was a man embraced.
who said, "I will work no more, and
First Parade and Festival.
God will take care of me." And so he
"The first Labor day parade and fesgave away all he had and sat down to
tival of the Central Labor union of
wait for God to take care of him.
September 5, 1832, was
After awhile he became hungry and New York city,
Imposing success. From that
nothing came his way. But in the dis- simply an
In
tance he saw some horses laden with day on it became ft fixed Institution In
States, observed today
packs which he knew contained food the United
every 'city of the lund. The plan was
to eat. And so he grew so hungry that
next Indorsed by the annual convenhe followed them.
tion of the American Federation of La-brUp the hill he toiled, while still in
and the general assembly of the
were the food-lade- n
the distance
Knights of Labor. It spread rapidly
horses. They led him a fine march, from city to city and from town to
and he grew weaker with the hunger. town. City councils and state legislaAt last he came near to where the tures took it up and made It a legal
horses had stopped earlier in the day, holiday, until finally. June 28, 1894, It
and there he found food that had been became a national holiday by act of
.
loft over.
congress.
"This Is harder than work," he said,
"The. Initial action taken setting
God
will
take apart one day In the year on which to
"and now I realize that
care of the man who is up and doing, review the activities and beneficial
but If you sit down and wait the horses Influence of organized labor occurred
will pass you by, carrying, God'S gifts at the afternoon meeting of the thrd
t.
on their backs." St. Louis
dny of the fourth annual session of
the federation, October 9, 1884, the
convention being held In Schloesser's
Chicago. The resolution creating
it necessary to add that such Imll,
the constrength implies solemn responsi- Labor day was Introduced In delegate
bilities? Must Americans be told vention by A. C. Cameron, a
and so from the Chicago ITades and Labor
that forces so
potent in the country and the world Assembly, and was as follows:
are inseparably united with the fate
"Resolved, That the first Monday
of the nation and the obligations of In September of each year he set apart
citizenship? The labor organizations
laborers' natlonol holiday, and
and their leaders are today closer as a we recommend its observance by
than ever before to direct contact that
Irrespective of sex,
with the government, and more than all
ever in the past they are bound to calling, or nationality.'
to public
give full consideration
"W. J. Hammond, representing the
union,
needs, public interests and public International
Typographical
authority.
from Nefv Orleans, La., was president
The accredited
of this convention.
Momentous Labor. Day.
delegates to this convention numbered
Labor day has a special meaning In only twenty-six- .
this country. It Is especially a da i
celebrated by organized labor. Eventrouble of those who talk
the partnership between
in this aspect this Labor dny has a
and labor is their lack
significance, for in this hour oí
knowledge
of how the partnership
of
uniongrave
trade
decision
the nation's
those who control
Ism throughout the land has pledged is conducted by a partnership of a
may
capital
Jt butbewhere capital makes
the strength of its arm and the force certain kind,
of its spirit to the defense of the big all of the rules and insists that this
job, the job of America. There Is no is its right inasmuch as it owns the
element of the nation's strength nt this capital, and labor is forced to accept
these rules without question, tne
moment more inspiring than this ralquality of the partnership established
lying of union labor, its leaders and it
not calculated to give satisfactory
rank and file, to the nation's cause. is
to those who toil for wages
dividends
This Is the enlightened will of free and who constitute by far the mamen, conscious of the big Job and ready jority in this
partnership.
Molders' Journal.
to defend It.

New
Dawn of
Freedom

.'

He Could, All Right.
.psriy Indlg...
"The sounds of buttle are siniicthlng
One of our ncihhurs vas
terrifying." roared the lecturer. "Cutí some of the late djince st ps .when Ii'ih
GIRLS! USE LEMONS
you Imagine the screaming nf the two small sons toddled out on to the
shells, the roaring of the cimninis. the llooi to Join In the exercise. In mock
FOR SUNBURN, TAN
yells of the men, the rattle of the eiiger he commanded :
Hilos and machine guns?"
You
"Get nut of my way, hoys!
Try Itl Make this lemon lotion
"Ves. sir, I think I can," said the can't dance!"
to whiten your tanned or
meek little man In the front row, who
Little Melvin was lunch Insulted, ami
freckled akin.
thought the question was meant for iMIer n moment's reflection indignanthim. "We got three singers, two trom- ly exclaimed :
"Imihly. I guess you fink us little"
Squeeze the Juice of two lemons in- bone players, eight pianos, fourteen
'
to a bottle containing three ounces of talking machines, a violinist nml a kids is just Itoneheads !" iNtfdialigc.
Orchard White, shake well, and you cornet 1st In our block, all trying to
have a quarter pint of the best freckle, get buck In practice."
A Bright Pupil.
sunburn and tan lotion, and complex-Io- n
TeneheiInto what two great classwhltcner, at very, very small cost.
Clilcagoans
reported
10 dog-bites is the liiitnan race divided?
Your grocer has the lemons and any cases in one day recently.
l'upll .Motorists and pedestrians.
drug store or toilet counter will supply
three ounces of Orchard White for a
few cents. Massage this sweetly fragrant lotion into the face, neck, arms
and hands and see how quickly the
freckles, sunburn, wlndhurn and tan
know the real bnman doctors right around in your neighborhood :
disappear and how clear, soft and
YOU doctors made of flesh and blood jnst like yon : the doctors with
white the skin becomes. Yes! It is
and hearts : those men who are responding to your call in the
harmless. Adv.
dead of night as readily as in the broad day light; they aro ready
to tell you the good that Fletcher's 'Castoria has done, is doing and
will do, from their experience and their love for children.
PUT IT SQUARELY UP TO DAD
Fletcher's Caatoria is nothing new. We are not asking you to
try an experiment.
We just want to impress upon you the importance
Young Son of Famous Member of "Vio
buying
of
Fletcher's.
liantes" Frankly Considered His
Your
physician
will tell you this, as he knows there are a numFather a Slacker.
ber of imitations on the market, and he is particularly interested in
the welfare of your baby.
Kills Porker Butler, the author, who
lives at Flushing, nml Is devoting bis
energy to aiding in the successful
Genuine Castor! always bears the signature of
prosecution of the war, does not bear
an enviable reputation for patriotism
In his own household. Mr. Butler hus
Influence on Temperament.
Fewer German Socialists.
been writing for the Thrift and War
The membership of the socialist par"Yon don't write any more delicate
stomps campaign.
177,-000
ty In Saxony has decreased from
and soulful poetry."
Mr. Butler is the father of twin
In 1914 to 23.000 paying members
"No," answered Mr. Penwlggle. "By
sons of tender age. Several nights nt present, according to a recent Dresthe time n man has gotten a fountain
ago he returned home tired after a den dispatch to the
Berliner Tage-blat- t. pen and a typewriter tuned up fur a
day's work for the Bed Cross and
The decrease was due to the
took his seat nt the head of the table. number of socialists serving in the day's work he's In no mood for deliAfter they had finished their dinner army and the split in the socialist par- cate and soulful stuff."
the twins produced their Thrift stamps ty of Germany.
Deputy Gradnauer,
and started to count them.
speaking at the convention of Saxon
"Dad, look at all the stamps I have," socialists, said that the circulation of
said one of the youngsters.
"I have socialist newspapers ln Germany had
200. Look at brother's pile-- ; he has increased from 618.000 copies on April
more than I."
1, 1017, to 702,000 on April 1. 1918.
Mr. Butler nodded approvingly
to
Mrs. Butler anil they both smiled,
United States In 1917 consumed
There was silence for n minute, then
cigarettes.
one of the twins looked up and exclaimed : "Dad, w hy don't you do something patriotic?"

A Message

Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
Cross Bag Blue; have beautiful, clea
white clothes. Adv.
Joy for Archeologlsts.
I was at Carchemlsh on the day the
greatest Hittlte tind ever unearthed
was revealed to the eye of man for
the first time In three thousand years.
When the enthusiastic laborers had
cnrefully uncovered the precious dole-rit- e
slab, and the overseer, bending
d
Silas
over it like some
Mnrner caressing his gold, had dislongest
It
bore
the
Hittlte
covered that
inscription ever found, ten shots from
a big Colt revolver, fired as a backsheesh to the stone, echoed and reechoed across the Euphrates, and
workmen and directors knew that a
big find had been made.
Pandemonium was let loose. Laborers came running from all directions
to share In the Joy of discovery. I also shared In that Joy. I shouted congratulations to Khali, the giant pick-ma-

to Mothers

HAARLEM OIL CAPSULES
IF YOUR BACK ACHES

Do you feel tired and "worn-out?- "
Are you nervous and Irritable? Don't
sleep well at night? Have a "dragged
out," unrested feeling when you get
up In the morning? Dizzy spells? Bilious? Bad taste In the mouth, backache, pain or soreness In the loins,
and abdomen? Severe distress when
urinating, bloody, cloudy urine or sediment? All these indicate gravel or
tone In the bladder, or that the poisonous microbes, which are always in
your system, have attacked your kidneys.
You should use GOLp MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules Immediately.
The oil soaks gently Into the walls
and lining of the kidneys, and the little poisonous animal germs, which are
causing the inflammation, are Immediately attacked and chased out of
your system without inconvenience or
pain.

"Praise be to God !" I cried. He
grinned so I could see all his teeth,
and answered, "God's blessing return
to you !" Christian Herald.

Don't Ignore the "little pains and
aches," especially backaches.
They
may be little now but there is no telling how soon a dangerous or fatal disease of which they are the forerunners may show Itself. Go after the
cause of that backache at once, or you
may find yourself In the grip of an incurable disease.
Do not delay a minute. Go to your
druggist and Insist on his supplying
you with a box of GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules.
In 24 hours
you will feel renewed health and vigor.
After you have cured yourself, continue to take one or two Capsules
each day so as to keep in first-clas- s
condition, and ward off the danger of
future attacks. Money refunded if
they do not help you. Ask for the
original
imported
GOLD MEDAL
brand, and thus be sure of getting tbe
genuine. Adv.
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No Older Than Your Face.

Is true In most cases. Then keep your
face fair and young with Cutlcura
Soap and touches of Cutlcura Ointment as needed. For free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept. X, Boston."
Sold by druggists and by mall. Soap
25 and 60. Adv.

25, Ointment

Three Million Spangles in Flag.
A flag of extraordinary beauty, composed entirely of spangles, was recently displayed in a Chicago store window.
The brilliant emblem, flashing
back the light from Innumerable points,
extended almost the full width of the
panel at the back of the display area.
million of the tiny
Three and one-hametal disks, strung on threads, were
used in fashioning tills flag. Popular
Mechanics Magazine.

that's what thousands of farmera
say, who have gone from the V. S. to
settle on homesteads or buy land in Western
Canada. Canada's invitation to every industrious worker to settle in
ñianitoiia, sasKatcuewan or Aloerta is especially attractive. She wants.
farmers to make money and happy, prosperous homes for themselves
by helping her raise immense wheat crops to feed the world.

You Can Get

a Homestead of 160 Acres Free

or other lands at very low prices. Where you can buy good farm
land at VIS to 30 per acre that will raise 20 to 45 bushels of $2
wheat to the acre it's easy to become prosperous, Canadian farmers

also grow wonderful crops of Oats, Barley and flax. Mixed Farming is fully as profitable an industry as grain raising. The excellent
grasses, full of nutrition, are the only food required either
f
for beef or dairy purposes. Good schools and churches;
markets convenient; climate excellent Write for literature
and particulars as to reduced railway rates to Supt of Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to

9m

W.V.BCNNrTT
Room 4, Bee Bldg., Omaha. Neb.

We'll say this for money. It's the
only thing that will make some fellows

Canadian Government

Agent

wtik.

You Bloated After Eating
Arc
With that gassy, puffy feeling, and hurting near your

IS

heart? For Quick Relief Take ONE

ATOMIC

STOMACH'S SAKE)
Toa can fairly feel it work, 'it drives the GAS oat of your

IFOR

YOUR

body and the Bloat goes with it.
Rasmus Qaicfcly Udifeettoa. Beartfaara. Soar Steaach, etc.
DOUBLE GUARANTEE
Crt EATON1C from yomt Drafgi.t with

ONE

f

Tn tfca

It"

Bwfc.
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Poor Comparison.
Caroline was eating a green apple,
and her mother said, "O, dearie, don't
eat that. It will make you sick as a
dog!" Caroline's reply was prompt and
logical. "Our dog Is the wellest one
of the family."

When Your Eyes Need Care
Try Murine Eye Remedy
No Smmrtlnf
Jut Kre Uomiurt. etf cent, it
DrOjiffisls or malt Writ, for Vnm Hro Book.
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One Talk, One Penny,
Donald had just finished reciting
"Little Boy Blue" when his uncle said,
"Say It over again and I will give you
a penny."
Donald did as he was requested, and
when he had ended his uncle again
Rltl. "Now say "Tom, the Piper's Sou.'
Donald."
Oulck as a flash Don asked. "You
hasn't got another penny, has you,
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CHAPMAN
Special Correspondence,

.

Clabe and Arch Taylor are
home after an eight months stay
(Jity.
lexas,
Rash
at
where they had employment in
the cotton mill.
Their cousin
Walter Crowder, came with
them for a visit.
A lot of farmers have missed
a croD on account of the drouth.
and several families have moved
away and others contemplate go
ing in the near future.
Mr. Rainbolt has moved to
Texas.
Mr. McGinnis will load a car
soon and ship to Missouri.
A. J. James has left to seek
employment.
Odus Castor and
bride are ensconced in the James
dwelling.
Sam Taylor has purchased a
new Ford car.
John Dressier has moved to
Broncho, where he has employment on the section.
A mounted policeman located
the pair of fine mules that were
stolen from Oren Markel last
spring, forty miles west of AlbuThe thief was not
querque.
apprehended.
Mr. Burns of Broncho was in
our vicinity Monday.
Nick Holliday's little daughhad the misforter, Hazel,
tune of getting an arm broken some time ago. It is troubling her considerably yet.

ENCINO
From the Enterprise.

Mrs. Dillon of Albuquerque is
visiting her sons Messrs, K. C
and Tom, and her daughter, Mrs.
Krennawetter of this place.
E. M. Christian returned Monday from a trip to the western
part of the state where he had
gone for the purpose of investigating some mineral prospects.
He says that he will resume work
in the Pedernal mine near here
shortly.
Derrick Carpenter, Mr. Shaley
and. Mrs. Snow of Matador,
Texas, were business visitors to
our city this week, looking out a
location on which to file.
A. Stanton took his family to
Albuquerque
last Saturday,
where Mrs. Stanton goes for
We are in
medical treatment.
hopes she will soon be well again
and able to return home. Mr.
Stanton returned Sunday evening
to resume the fixing up of the
new store.
The president of the Encino
Cemetery Association, R. A.
Archuleta, informs us that the
man he had secured to furnish
posts and put up the cemetery
fence for the Protestant ceme
tery has completed the work in
fine shape, and the surveying of
the lots and numbering is about
all there is left to do now except
a few minor things that will be
taken up as work progresses. .
Messrs. Herman Raff and D.
A. Baca went to Santa Fe to see
.
CEDARVALE
the State Board, Mrs. Baca and
Spceial Correspondence.
Everybody around Cedarvale children accompanying them for
a two weeks visit with her pais busy with their crops,
place.
The W. O. W. picnic held at rents at that
Dave Fletcher's last Saturday
M O UNTAINAIR
was well attended and everybody From the Independent.
seemed to enjoy themselves.
Mrs.
On Sunday morning,
Rev. Graham, Mr. Donaldson
Montrose McEachern met a seriand P. L. Mitchell each made a ous
accident which will prove
very interesting talk on the painful
keep
well
from
benefits of the W. 0. W. lodge. work forassome astime. her
With her
The Misses Maggie and Grace husband and baby she was in the
Huston are riding around in a rig starting to town from the
new Studebaker car.
farm southeast to attend church.
Duff? Withers received word Having reached the gate, she
last week of the death of his happened to remember that she
grandfather. W. H. Withers, had no lunch for the baby and
formerly of this place. Mr. Mr. Mc. went back to get it. In
Withers left here last spring some manner the horse slipped
with his son for Texas for the the bridle and became frightened,
benefit of his health.
bolted. The rig struck the gate
Shirley Hooper had the mis post, throwing both Mrs Mc and
When Mc came
fortune to get bit by a rattle- the baby out.
running he found that both of
snake last Friday evening.
and Martin Mrs. Mc's wrists were broken
Arthur Hooper
Graham returned from Tempe, and the baby badly bruised.
Mrs. Jim Hollon has been quite
Arizona, last week, where they
have bsen working this summer. ill at the home of her mother.
This community would appre- Mrs. Mary Miller, but is reported
ciate a good rain at the present as improving
Mrs. A. T. Cox has had word
time.
from her son. Glen, that he has
CENTER VALLEY arrived safely in France and will
Special Correspondence.
soon be in a position to "get his
Mrs. John Mourfield is visiting Dutchman." her mother for a few weeks.
L. J. Putsch, formerly forest
Gladys Gumfory spent Satur- ranger stationed at Mountainair,
day night with Melvina Rhoads. has been promoted to deputy
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Rhoads forest supervisor, with headand Mrs. Rhoads father Mr. quarters at Albuquerque.
Harrelson, Mr. M. Rhoads, Mr.
A. B. McKinley, the sawmill
and Mrs. Norton, Vera Rhoads, man, has purchased a lot near
a
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Ward,
the Baptist church and will build
Rhoads and Gladys Gum- a residence at once, so that the
fory spent Sunday with Mrs. N. children may have the advantage
C. Hawkins.
of Mountainair's schools.
Mrs. O. L. Thomas, who has
Mrs. J. E. Veal has sold her
been visiting her
mother in residence in the Veal Addition
Texas, returned Sunday.
to Mountainair to Rufus Sellers,
who will move his family to
MORIARTY
town in order to give the chil
From the Moriarty Messenger.
dren better school advantages.
School opens a week from next
The stork has been busy the
Monday Sept. 2.
past week in the vicinity of
Miss Nora Black went to Es- of Mountainair, having left a
tancia Tuesday.
boy at the home of A. B. Tracy
Miss Alice John is over visiting last Saturday, August 17th. On
the folks.
Monday night or Tuesday morn
Mrs. Dannevik and Paul went ing rather, he left a girl at the
to Albuquerque in their car W. is. Williams home in Mountainair and a boy at the S. L.
Monday.
All parties are
Mrs. Annie Mae
Hamilton Keithley home.
On
left Sunday for Camp Cody to reported as doing well.
visit her husband who is in train Tuesday night the stork left a
baby girl at the home of Mr. and
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Clymer of Lib- Mrs. Arthur Krieger, north of
eral, Kansas, have moved here to Mountainair.
On last Friday evening at the
spend the winter.
of C. P. Chappell in MounJohn Hodgson
came home home
Killiam Crook and Mrs.
from the hospital and is doing tainair,
Hagerman, from north of town,
nicely.
were united in marriage, Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ford are Mr. Henson
officiating.
Mr.
visiting her parents, Mr. and Crook is from Camp Cody and
Mrs. W. R. Abrahams.
has been in the service seven
Mr. and Mrs. Ash, who have years. The bridal counle left on
been spending the summer in Tuesday for the camp. Oklahoma, returned to the valCURE fOR DYSENTERY.
ley, Sunday.
"While I was in Ashland, Kansas, a
been
T. N. Russel has
em gentleman
ployed to, teach the school at Chamber.ain'soverheard me speaking of
Colic and Diarrhoea
Lucy, for the coming term.
Hemedy," writes William Whitelaw of
1st. Lt. Henry J. John, M. R. Des Moines, Iowa. "He told me in deC. who is at Ft. Sam Houston, tail of what it had done for his family,
took some tuberculosis patients but more especially his daughter who
from there in a private car to Ft. was lying at the point of death with
Bayard, N. M. On his return he violent attack of dysentery, and bad
stopped off in Moriarty to visit been given up by the family physician.
home folks and from here he Some of his neighbors advised him to
went to Caldwell, Kansas, to give Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy, which he did, and fully
visit his sister.
"

Mel-vin-

For sale. Deering mower and
hay rake, in good order. Inquire
at this office.

i

From the

WILLARD
Record

Closing Out Sale.

A letter from Sergt. Joe Howell received here this week tells
of the soldier life while in the
big city of New York.
A grand
and happy time was enjoyed by
the boys in khaki during their
several days' stay in the city.
Later Joe wrote his father notifying him of his safe arrival

"over there."
We hear that Miss Jane Anderson will teach the Lucy school
this coming term.
Attorney N. D. Meyer and
family visited friends in Willard
last Saturday.
F. G. McCabe and family are
visiting in Albuquerque.
E. E. Berry and family left today for Santa Fe, where they
will make their home in the fuMr. Berry, we underture.
stand, has some mining interests
near Santa Fe which he expects
to develop.
Mr. and Mrs.

R. L.

Hitt and

children started yesterday
land on a trip to Illinois.

over

SAVE THE CHILDREN
The White House, Washington,
March zyth, lais.

Dear Mr. Secretary:
Next to the duty of doing
everything possible for the soldiers at the front, there could be,
it seems to me, no more patriotic
duty than that of protecting the
d
children, who constitute
of our population.
The success of the efforts made
in England in behalf of the
children is evidenced by the fact
that the infant death rate in
England for the second year of
the war was the lowest in her
history. Attention is now being given to education and labor
conditions for children by the
legislatures of both France and
England, showing that the conviction among the Allies is that
the protection of childhood is es
sential to winning the war.
I am very glad the same pro
cesses are being set afoot in this
country, and I heartily approve
the plan of the Children's Bu
reau and the Woma's Committee of the Council of National
Defense for making the Second
Year of the war one of united
activity on behalf of children,
and in that sense a children's
year.
I trust that the year will not
only see the goal reached of sav
ing one hundred thousand lives
of infants and young children,
but that the work may so suc
cessfully develop as to set up
irreducible minimum
certain
standards for the health, educa-catio- n
and work of the American
My

one-thir-

child.

Cordially and Sincerely yours,
(Signed)
Woodrow Wilson,
Children's Bureau U. S. De
partment of Labor.
Woman's Committee Council
of National Defense.
rnnp.hand
Wall imnrnvpH
stock, good grass, worlds of good
water, for sale or would sell
stock and rent to responsible
miles to
party. One and one-haEstancia high school. Inquire
at this office.

New furniture going at a great
bargain. Come in. Valley Furniture Co.
Notice for Bids for Erecting

Mori-

other and further relief as may seem
meet and proper to the court, and that
grounds
the said relief is sought on the on
your
of abandonment and failure
to
according
plaintiff
part to support
your means, station in life and ability
so to do.
You are further notified that unless

you appear anc" answer said complaint
on or before the 19th day of Septemwill
ber A. D., 1918, that your default renbe noted and judgment will be
deby.
you
against
cause
in
said
dered
The name of plaintiff s attorfault.
adpostoffice
and
ney Bnd his business
23rd day of May, 1918, voted bonds in dress is Fred H. Ayers, Estancia, New
the amount of $10,000.00 for the pur- "witness the Honorable Edward L.
pose of erecting and equipping a public Medler, Judge of the Third Judicia
school building to be located in the District of New Mexico, and the seal
village of Moriarty, New Mexico, and of said court this the 5th day of AugWhereas, the Board of Education for ust. A. D., 1918.
irTT TAW SAT. AS.
Baid school district has employed J. C.
Clerk.
Aug 8 15 9
Berry & Company, Architects of AmSTATE OF NEW MEXICO
arillo, Potter county, Texas, to draw
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
plans and specifications for Baid buildPUBLIC LAND SALE
ing, and
TORRANCE COUNTY
Now, therefore, we, the undersigned
Board of Education, hereby give notice Office of the Commissioner of Public
Lands,
that we will receive sealed bids for the
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
complete construction of said Public
Notice is hereby given hat pursuant
School building, in strict accordance
to the provisions of an Act of Congress
with the plans and specifications drawn approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of
And TUleSby said Architects, Baid bids to be mc
l.rtn.n
aune vi XTanr
" --MatIIVI.
mailed or delivered to Mr. D. C. Kin-se- ll and regulations of the State Land Uf01 ruiuic
of Moriarty, New Mexico, the sec- fice, the Commissioner
highest
to
Bale
the
public
offer at
retary of Baid Board, and a copy of the will n a s,'itr-l-r n m. on Wednes
plans and specifications may be ob- day, October 23rd, 1918, in the town of
tained from Mr. D. C. Kinsell, said Estancia, Uounty or lorrauce,
New Mexico, in front of the court
Secretary of the Board - or the Archi- of
house therein, the following described
tects at their'óffice in Amarillo, Texas, tracts of land, viz :
by making a deposit of $10.00 to insure
NEM, SWW
Sale No. 1276-- SJÍ
S K T4, Sec. 9; AU of
the safe return of Ban,e. Each bid SWM, EM SWM,
Nl-fi- .
IK; H
o
must be accompanied by a certified
check in the sum of $250.00, made pay
able to the Secretary of the Board of
Education, as a guarantee that such
lQ7fl ns dcpb
The im- J'j , .nni:n;
UUIlbBllllMB
bidder will in good faith enter into a in
consist of well, windmill,
contract with Baid Board and execute provements
ana iuiicnK,
tanK, corrals,
the required surety bond within bíx $3000.00.
-days from the date of letting conSec. 35; T. 6 N.,
Sale No. 1276-- SW
tract for the erection and completion R. 13 E., containing 320.00 onacres.
no
improvements
this
are
of said .building described and' failure There
to comply with said provisions will for- tract.
SWM, SEX,
Sale No. 1277-S- EK
feit the said deposit to the said Board Sec.
34; SW4, Sec. 35; T. 9 N., R. 7
of Education as actual damages.
The imE., containing 360 00 acres.
That said sealed bids will be opened provements consist of house, barn, and
8585.00.
by the said secretary at the office of fencing, value
SWM
Sale No. 1278-E- M,
the Secretary of said Board, Mr D. C.
SWM. Sec 1; NM. NX SWM, SWM
Kinsell of Moriarty, ' New Mexico, at SWM,
S
SUM. Sec- - 2; T. 5 N., R. 14
the hour of 10 o'clock A M.. on the E. All of Sections 35, 36JT. 6 N., R.
The
8 29 14 E., containing 2336.60'acres.
26th day of August, 1918.
improvements consist of fencing, value
J. H. WIGGINS
00.
$100
TONEY GOMEZ
No bid on the above described tracts
D. C. KINSELL
of land will be accepted for less than
THREE DOLLARS ($3.00) per acre,
Legal Notice
which is the appraised value thereof
New
of
Mexico,
State
and in addition thereto the successful
County of Torrance,
bidder nust pay for the improvements
In the District Court of Torrance that exist on the land.
Sale No. 1278 A. All of See. 16; T.
County; Third Judicial District; State
5 N. R. 14 E., containing 640.00 acres.
of New Mexico.
The improvements consist of fencing,
Minnie Mason, Plaintiff
No bid on the above
value $400.00.
vs.
described tract of land will be accepted
for leas than $10 00 per acre.
Milton M. Mason, Defendant
Sale N0.1279-N- M,
SEX, NSWX,
To the above named defendant: You
SWM, Sec. 32; T. 3. N.. R. 14
are hereby notified that the above SEX
E., containing 600.00 acres. There are
named plaintiff has commenced her no improvements on this tract. No
action in thq above described court bid on the above described tract of
against you; that being the court in land will be accepted for less than
which said cause is pending; and that $10 00 per acre.
of the above described tracts
the general objects of the said action willEach
be offered for sale separately.
as set forth in the said complaint, are
The above sale of land will be subfor divorce; support money for plaintiff ject to the following terms and conand Glenn A. Mason (he being the ditions, viz :
minor child of plaintiff and defendant)
The successful bidder must pay to
and also for the custody of Baid minor; the Commissioner of Public Lands or
agent holding such sale, one-twe- n
his
fcr costs and attorney's fees a' d such

arty Public School Building.
Whereas, the electors of Moriarty
School District Number 8, Torrance
county, Moriarty, New Mexico, on the

,ur

uvt

,u.

EW,

e
tieth of the price offered by him
land, four per oent interest in advance for the balance of such purchase
price, fees for advertising and appraisement and all coats incidental to
the sale herein, each and all of said
amounts must be deposited in cash or
certified exchange at the time of sale
and which said amounts and all of
them are subject to forfeiture to the
State of New Mexico, if tho successful
bidder does not execute a contract
within thirty days after it has been
mailed to him by the State Land Office, said contract to provide that the
purchaser may at hia option make payments of not less than
of
ninety-fivper cent of the purchase
price at any time after the sale and
prior to the expiration of thirty years
from date of the contract, and to provide for the payment of any unpaid
balance at the expiration of thirty
years from the date of the contract
with interest on deferred payments at
the rate of four per cent per anuum,
payable in advance on the anniversary
of the date of contract, partial payments to be credited on the anniversary
of the date of the con ti act next following
the date of tender.
for-th-

e

The above sale of land

will be sub- -

ject to valid existing rights, easements,
and reservations.

The Commissioner of Public Lands
or his agent holding such sale reserves
any and all bids ofthe right
fered at said Bale.
Possession under
contracts of sale for the above described tracts will be given on signing
of the contracts.
Witness my hand and the official seal
of the State Land Office of the State
of New Mexico, this 10th day of July,
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
' State of Now Mexico.
First Publication. Julv 18. 1918.
Last Publication, September 19, 1918.
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THE

BEST PLASTER.

dampened with
Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on
over the seat of pain is often more ef
fectual for a lame back than a plaster
and does not coat anything like as
A

piece

much.

of flannel

-

adv

ft Common Error
The Same Mistake Is Made By

Many Estancia People.
It's a common error
To plaster the aching back,
To rub with liniments, rheumatic
joints,
If the trouble comes from the kidneys.
to use Doan's Kidney Pills.
Here is convincing proof of merit.
Mrs. C. A. WeBt, 235 Tenaja Ave.,
Raton, N. Méx., saya: "For ten years
I had frequent attacks of kidney trou-

It's time

My back ached and bladder disble.
order bothered me. I had severe headBefore I
aches and was nervous,
learned of Doan's Kidney Pills, I tried
with no
different kidney medicines,
benefit. Doan's Kidney Pills however,
gave me relief right away. I kept on
taking them until was free from the
attacks of backache, from the headand until my '
aches and nervousness,
kidneys acted as they should."
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't simply as for a kidney remedy get Doan's
Kidney Pills the same that Mrs. West
had. Foster Milburn Co., Mfgrs, Bufadv
falo, N. Y.

lf

TO

IMPROVE

YOUR

DIGESTION.

Young Manof 18 to 21

"For years my digestion was so poor
that I could only eat the lightest foods.
I tried everything that I heard of to
get relief, but not until about a year
ago when I saw Cnamberlain's Tab
lets advertised and got a bottle of
them did I find the right treatment
Since taking them my digestion ia
fine." Mrs. Blanche Bowers, Indiana,

Do You Propose to Enter the Student Army

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
July 20. 1918.
Notice is herebv given that the State
of New Mexico, under the provisions
of the Acta of Congress of June 21,
and the
1898. and June 20. 1910,
Acts
supplementary ttíereto, has

into the Student Army
Training Corps, consistent with the new draft law, have
now been completed and are available in pamphlet form

The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque

Get These Big Facts

When you enter the Student Army Training Corps
you are regularly enlisted in the United States Army on
pay.
You put yourself in line for special training which
for an officers' training
camp.
will equip you for selection

You equip yourself for greatest usefulness to
self and to your country.

3

A BIIKXJS

DELGADO.
S. Land Office.

ATTACK.

y

your-

Write, Telephone or Wire Today
To the State University at Albuquerque, asking for the
University pamphlet giving full details as to how to en- ter the Student Army Training Corps, courses of study,
'
special training, etc.
.

Register, U.

When you have a bilious attack your
liver fails to perform its functions.
The food
You become constipated.
vnn par. fermenta in vour stomach in
This inflames the
stead of digesting.
stomach and causes nausea, vumiung
Take three
believes that by doing so saved the life and a terrible headache.
fhev will
nf r.kamhsrlain'a Tahleta.
of his child. He slated that he had also tone up your liver, clean out your
used this remedy himself with equally atomach, and you will . soon be as well
gratifying results."
adv as ever. They only cost a quarter.

'

2

Sec. 14, T. 8 Ni; R.9
m.
Tktf nnrnnM nf thi notice IS to allOW
all persons claimiog the land adversely,
m Aaaiwintr t.1 ahitar it in he mineral in
character, an opportunity to file ob
jections to sucn lucauuii ui Kin.wwij
with the Register and Receiver of the
United States Land Office, at Santa
Fc, New Mexico, and to establish their
inferpBt therein, ot the mineral char

ppKnRfin

v

1

andSoWX
Ei., N. M. r.

9 12

x

together with complete details, on application to

public lands
described unappropriated
as indemnity school lands:
Lint 8285 035806 for Ne'4 NEM Sec.
10, W4 NWM. SEX NAVX
"

acter thereof.

Training Corps?

New regulations for entrance

dv

Pa.

-

.

Address DAVID R. BOYD, President.

'

rights-of-wa-

'

Ask for "S. A. T. C. Information Folder"

fcufcai

